
NORTHERN IRELAND BILL 
Democrat reporters Is the Irish Democrat went to press there 

was growing optimism that intense lobby-
ing by Labour MPs and human rights 
organisations would result in key last-
minute changes to the equality and 
human rights provisions of the Northern 

Ireland Bill. Concern that the Northern Ireland 
Bill implementing the Good Friday agreement 
contained serious defects resurfaced during the 
committee stage of the legislation following a 
major article in the Irish Times by the former 
Labour Party spokesperson on Northern Ireland, 
Kevin McNamara. 

Writing in the paper on 29 October, Kevin 
McNamara argued that the legislation, as it stood 
then, defective in a number of key respects, 
particularly in relation to the powers to be given 
to a new human-rights commission. Serious 
problems would be stored up for future years if 
important changes weren't made before the Bill 
gets Royal Assent towards the end of November, 
he argued. 

His concerns were echoed by other human-
rights and equality campaigners, including the 
influential Belfast-based Committee on the 
Administration of Justice (CAJ). 

"One of the key strengths of the agreement is 
that it reflects best international practice in rela-
tion to human rights," Kevin McNamara 
explained. "Unfortunately, in one of the Bill's 
key provisions - the establishment of a human 
rights commission - government proposals fail to 
meet even basic min imum internationally-
agreed standards on powers for the effective 
investigation of human rights abuses. 

"The agreement provides specifically that the 
new human-rights commission would have the 
power to initiate legislation itself. The British 
government has unilaterally said that it is unwill-
ing to provide it with powers because to do so 
would go against its policy of confining litigation 
powers in human-rights matters to actual vic-
tims." 

He also warned that, unless changes were 
made, the Northern Ireland assembly would 
have the power to "destroy" equality legislation 
in areas such as fair employment, race gender and 
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disability. "Nothing in the agreement requires 
this. Given the self-evident importance of these 
matters, the assembly should only be permitted 
to improve existing protections in this area, not 
undermine them," he insisted. 

He accused the government of having 
"slipped" amendments into the Bill which will 

iglievt new departments and bodies created once 
the legislation has reached the statute book from 
haying to produce 'equality schemes'. 

"This seems to be the Northern Ireland civil 
service yet again playing games, attempting to 
immunise itself from change to the greatest 
extent possible," writes the former Labour Party 

spokesman. 
Mr. McNamara also pointed out that there is 

no protection under the Bill for affirmative-
action measures undertaken by public bodies as a 
means of tackling inequality and that * new 
amendment seeks to reduce the rights of those 
seeking to challenge ministerial certificates justi-
fying discrimination on national security 
grounds. 

Despite his criticisms, McNamara was reluc-
tant to blame government ministers: "Let me be 
clear. I do not believe that these problems are 
irremediable. Nor do I believe that they are the 
result of any lack of commitment by Mo 
Mowlam, Paul Murphy or Alf Dubs. I know from 
personal experience that the opposite is true. I 
suspect, rather, that the problem lies in the advice 
being given to them by civil-service advisers who 
either do not know or do not care what the effect 
of their action will be. But it is now time for 
ministers to retake the moral high ground on 
these issues." 

McNamara called for the necessary amend-
ments to be introduced during the Report stage 
in the House of Lords. Failure to make changes 
would lead to the "optimism which greeted the 
amendment" being "replaced by dangerous 
cynicism" It now remains to be seen whether the 
necessary amendments will be supported by the 
government as predicted by those working close-
ly on the legislation. 

Speaking to the Irish Democrat, Maggie Bierne 
of the Committee for the Administration of 
Justice echoed the concerns outlined by Mr 
McNamara in his Irish Times article but 
remained confident that important changes 
would be made by the government. 

Focusing on the deficiencies in the proposed 
human rights commission she said that the legis-
lation failed to meet even the minimum stan-
dards for such bodies endorsed by United 
Nations. "If we fail to give the human-rights 
commission the power to compel witnesses to 
testify and to gain access to documents the body 
will be in no stronger position than the advisory 
capacity of SACHR (Standing Advisory 
Committee on Human Rights)." Despite what 
some people are suggesting, it would be both dif-
ficult and problematic to add on powers at a later 
date, Bierne insisted. 
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thought that the Reverend Dennis Taaffe should 
have been given credit for planning the ambush. 
Taaffe was just one of the several United Irish 
officers. 

Dennis Taaffe is a sadly forgotten political 
pamphleteer and historian who fought in 1798. 
He was born at Castlecoo, Clogherhead, Co. 
Louth in 1743. He was raised in a Catholic fami-
ly and his parents wanted h im to enter the priest-
hood. H e was sent to Louvain and Prague and 
was ordained a Franciscan priest. But he was a 
free spirit and his behaviour caused him to be 
reprimanded several times. His nationalism and 
interest in republican politics finally caused him 

to be excommunicated. Taaffe decided to join 
the Protestant ministry believing that it 

provided a more liberal path for his 
radical thinking. With a keen eye 

on political developments, he had 
already seen that England was 

determined to abolish the col-
onial parliament in Ireland, 
united the country with 
England and rule directly 
f rom Westminster. He 
published The Probability, 
Causes and Consequences of 
an Union Between Great 

Britain and Ireland, dis-
cussed, which was published 

in Dubl in in 1798 just as 
Ireland rose in insurrection. 
Taaffe decided to join the 

Wexford United Irishmen and enlist-
ed in the Gorey division. He was wound-

ed in the battle of-Ballyellis. Unable to fight 
any more, he decided to make his way to Dublin 
and did so hiding in haycarts. H e recovered from 
his wounds sufficiently to begin his new career as 
a prolific pamphleteer using the names 'Julius 
Vindex' and 'Celticus' as well as his own. I find it 
a little amazing that he is not even mentioned in 
directories of Irish writers and that he doesn't 
rate a mention in most of the works on 1798.' 

With the backlash against the Catholics? fol-
lowing the suppression of 1798, Taaffe seems to 
have written much in support of the Catholic 
position. As 'Vindex' he published, in 1802, 
Vindication of the Irish Nation and Particularly its 
Catholic Inhabitants from the Calumnies of Libellers. 

Under his own name in 1803 he published A 
Defence of the Catholic Church against the assaults 
of certain busy sectaries. In 1804 h e published 
Antidotes to Cure Catholicphobia and Iernephobia. In 
1805 came Succinct Views on Catholic Affairs and 
several other publications. 

But religious matters were not Taaffe's only 
concern at this time. He had translated and pub-
lished a history of Spain in 1808. He was also 
working on his magnum opus. In 1808, his 'rebel 
background' still undiscovered, he was existing 
in Dublin but reduced to abject poverty because 
of his lifestyle and beliefs, he commenced a con-
tinuation of Geoffrey Keating's classic History of 
Ireland bringing it up to date to the Union of 
1801. This work was published by J. Christie of 
Dublin between 1809 and 1811 in four volumes 
as An Impartial History of Ireland. 

It was an important work because it contains 
source material which is not found elsewhere. 
Taaffe was also a linguist of note and he wrote An 
Introduction to the Irish Language, the manuscript 
was found in Edward O'Reilly's library in 1830. 

Indeed, he was a founder member of the 
Gaelic Society of Dublin in 1808. The great 
scholar John O'Donovan states that Taaffe was 
the preceptor of William Haliday (1788-1812) 
and George Petrie (1790-1866). Haliday was a 
solicitor who learned Irish and becamd a founder 
of the Gaelic Society. He wrote an Irish grammar 
(1808) under the name Edmond O'Connell, 
began a translation of Keating in 1811 and was 
working on an Irish dictionary when he died. 
Petrie was, of course, an artist, musician and 
antiquarian. It is truly amazing that Taaffe is so 
forgotten. His four volume Impartial History was 
recently sold by a Dublin antiquarian bookseller 
for £375. Taaffe was a powerful- writer whose 
eloquence and satirical wit made him a republi-
can pamphleteer of the first water. 

In 1813 he died in a garret in James Street, 
Dublin, in obscurity and total poverty. It is sad 
that he has been forgotten, perhaps sadder than 
the feet that the United Irish victory at Ballyellis 
also seems to have been mislaid in rhe archives 
of history. 

The battle of Ballyellis 
Following on from his Greaves' School paper which identified some of the 'untilled fields' of Irish history, 
Peter Berresford Ellis turns his attention to a forgotten battle of the '98 rebellion and the overlooked 
contribution of the United Irishman Reverend Dennis Taaffe 

The British column 
was moving fast 
along the road, 

scenting blood. In 
the vanguard was a 

Welsh Dragoon 
regiment nicknamed 
the 'Ancient Britons' 

and he went down fighting. Holt mentions that 
one of the soldiers removed this man's gold ear-
rings which he wore in both his ears. His fate 
contrasts strongly with another bugler named 
Harry Neil from the Naas corps of yeomanry cav-
alry who surrendered and then decided to join 
the United Irish. According to Michael Kearns: 
"Harry could not restrain a rich turn he had for 
humour and sounded a retreat for them with all 
his vigour" (ie for the British troops who were 
thrown into confusion by the signal). 

The remnants of the British force retreated 
back, though Ballyellis, to Carnew and barricad-
ed themselves in the Carnew malt house. Holt 
began to besiege it. Garret Byrne rode up and 
ordered Hol t to stop besieging the malt house 
and withdraw his troops back to Slieveboy in 
Wexford (not the Wicklow Slieveboy). The 
Wexford mountain is directly south of Carnew. 
This hardly supports Holt's claim that he was the 
only officer in the action and that he was in sole 
command. Luke Cullen also spoke to Michael 
Kearns, who fought in the action, who totally 
dismisses Holt 's claims to be the architect of the 
batue. Cullen found that several people who 

Dennis Taaffe is a 
sadly forgotten 

political pamphleteer 
and historian 

who fought in 1798 

This year, being the bicentennial, there 
have been a lot of words written about 
1798. Yet in all those millions of words, 
I have seen hardly anything written 
about one particular United Irish 
victorious engagement which 

happened at a place called 
Ballyellis. 

You will doubtless accuse me 
of narcissism in raising this. 
Well, so far as I know, 
Ballyellis in Co. Wicklow, 
now regarded as a townland 
of Carnew on the Gorey-
Tullow road, nine miles 
west of Gorey, has nothing 
to do with my branch of the 
Ellis family. I cannot deny 
that my family were associat-
ed with another Ballyellis but 
that one is in north county Cork. 

Ballyellis, Co. Wicklow, is also 
not to be confused with Castle Ellis, in 
Co. Wexford, which has another 1798 
connection in that it is where the decapitated 
body of Father Michael Murphy, the curate from 
Carnew, killed at Arklow leading a frontal assault 
on British artillery positions, was buried. His 
grave can still be seen there today. 

The June of 1798, in Wexford and Wicklow, 
had seen the United Irishmen suffering some 
great reverses. June 5 had seen the defeat at New 
Ross, June 9 the defeat at Arklow and June 21 the 
defeat at Vinegar Hill. Edward Roche, a 40-year-
old farmer and maltser, a former sergeant in the 
Shelmalier Yeomanry Cavalry, had acted for a 
time as commandant at Vinegar Hill. Before the 
battle he had left with Garret Byrne of 
Ballymanus to raise reinforcements. His division 
formed a rearguard to protect the retreating force 
from Vinegar Hill. 

A week later Roche's force of United Irishmen 
were marching on Carnew. The 17th-century 
O Tuathail castle was a British garrison post. The 
town had been the scene of several atrocities 
by British troops during May and June. On May 
26 some 36 prisoners, taken in battle or rounded 
up as suspects, were taken out one by one and 
shot by yeomanry troops. On June 2 a further 
41 prisoners were shot on the express order of a 

Lt. Cullen of the Antrim Militia. It was just after 
this that the United Irishmen from Gorey had 
captured the town. After the defeat at Arklow it 
was retaken by the British. 

We have to take 
Holt's account and 
his estimates of the 

United Irish strength 
with a pinch of salt 
Edward Roche's troops marched to Monaseed 

and paused to rest there. Monaseed was j v e miles 
east of Ballyellis. It was here that Roche learnt 
that he was being pursued and about to be over-
taken by a British cavalry division. There are 
several memoirs about what happened next. The 
most egocentric being that of Joseph Holt,, a 
40-year-old tenant farmer from Ballydonnell, Co. 
Wicklow. He claimed to have brought nearly a 
thousand men into the field and been designated 
a 'colonel'. His memoirs claim that Roche gave 
him command of the main force and warned him 
of the British approach. Holt says he marched on 
the road to Ballyellis and deployed his men in 
ambush positions. 

We have to take Holt's account and his esti-
mates of the United Irish strength with a pinch of 
salt as he tended to exaggerate his own forces. 
Holt was telling an untruth when he claimed that 

was in command and the only senior officer at 
Ballyellis. Other memoirs, such as those of Miles 
Byrne of Monaseed, show Holt was an exaggera-
tor of the first water. In fact, Edward Roche was 
still in command of the United Irish forces. 
Among the other senior officers was Captain 
Michael Dwyer (later to win fame as a guerrilla 
leader) Garret Byrne of Ballymanus, Miles 
Byrne, Edward Fitzgerald of Newpark, Father 
Morgu Kearns and Esmond Kyan of Mount 
Howard. Kyan had once held a commission in 
the British Army corps of artillery. He had com-
manded the insurgent artillery at Arklow where 
he was severely wounded in the arm. 

Roche, learning the approach of the British 
cavalry division, approaching from Gorey to 
Monaseed, took his men and hastened towards 
Ballyellis where, knowing the cavalry would soon 
overtake him, he set up ambush positions. 

It seemed that the British column was moving 
fast along the road, scenting blood. In the van-
guard was a Welsh Dragoon regiment nicknamed 
the 'Ancient Britons'. They were reinforced with 
Yeomanry Cavalry troops from Gorey, Arklow 
and Coolgreany. According to Miles Byrne, the 
cavalry column were in full gallop. The road had 
been barricaded and the musketeers opened up 
with a fusillade as they came into range. T h e 
Irish pikemen closed in on them from the rear. 

According to Holt, in the 20 minutes of 
action, the British lost 370 men while the Irish 
lost two dead and four wounded. Miles Byrne 
confirms that the engagement lasted less than 
half and hour with few casualties on the Irish 
side. He says: "In less than half an hour their 
(Ancient Britons) infamous regiment, which hail 
been the terror of the country, was slain to the last 
man, as well as the few yeoman cavalry who had 
the courage to take part in the action." British 
records admit to 47 dragoons killed and 30 miss-
ing. The yeomanry forces were not counted in 
the casualty lists. 

The Welsh Dragoons had acquired notoriety 
for atrocities committed in Newtownmount-
kennedy on April 8. 

There is one curious incident in the battle as 
recounted by Holt. The bugler of the dragoons 
was a black soldier. This soldier fought with great 
tenacity. His name was Anthony King. 
Apparently, seeing that the British troops were 
being defeated, he cried out that he was a 
Catholic and pleaded for his life. However, King 
was identified as one of the soldiers who had 
flogged men and women in Newtownmount-
kennedy. His attempt to surrender was refused 
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STALLING TACTICS MUST END 
L i k e the P r i m e M i n i s t e r ' s f a m o u s p o l i c y p r o n o u n c e m e n t o n the 

i m p o r t a n c e o f ' e d u c a t i o n , e d u c a t i o n , e d u c a t i o n ' , it is n o w t i m e for 

T o n y Blair to r e m i n d D a v i d T r i m b l e o f h i s c o m m i t m e n t to 'the 

a g r e e m e n t , t h e a g r e e m e n t , t h e agreement ' . T h e o n e w e ' r e ta lking 

a b o u t here, o f c o u r s e , is the o n e agreed at the m u l t i - p a r t y talks, 

a n d s u b s e q u e n t l y e n d o r s e d b y p e o p l e o f Ire land , not t h e private 

o n e c o o k e d u p d u r i n g the ta lks to get a r o u n d u n i o n i s t b l o c k i n g 

tact ics . A t t e m p t s b y the a s s e m b l y First M i n i s t e r , T o n y Blair , and 

e v e n Bert ie A h e r n , to s u s p e n d or rewrite parts o f the G o o d Friday 

a g r e e m e n t are b o t h u n h e l f u l a n d d a n g e r o u s . It m u s t be m a d e crys-

tal c lear that i t 's too late n o w to press a h e a d w i t h b a c k - d o o r 

a t t e m p t s to s l o w d o w n the e r o s i o n o f the p r e v i o u s status q u o . 

You don't n e e d to be a r e p u b l i c a n to r e c o g n i s e that d e c o m m i s -

s i o n i n g is b e i n g u s e d as a m e a n s o f s t a l l i n g S i n n F e i n ' s r ight to 

p lay a full part i n the r u n n i n g o f the n e w assembly. P r o g r e s s is 

n e e d e d o n all a s p e c t s o f the a g r e e m e n t if t h e r e is to be a reasonab le 

c h a n c e o f e n d i n g u p w i t h a just and l a s t i n g s e t t l ement d o w n the 

l ine . If, after t h e t w o - y e a r p e r i o d set out for d e c o m m i s s i o n i n g in 

t h e a g r e e m e n t , t h e i s sue o f parami l i t ary d e c o m m i s s i o n i n g h a s not 

b e e n sat i s fac tor i ly reso lved , t h e n , and o n l y t h e n , T r i m b l e a n d co. 

m i g h t just i f iably h a v e s o m e t h i n g to m a k e a s o n g and d a n c e about . 

B u t it's e q u a l l y i m p o r t a n t n o t to get h u n g u p o n i s s u e s s u c h as 

t h e cros s -border b o d i e s . W h a t is broadly d e s c r i b e d as t h e 'equali-

ty agenda' r e m a i n s the key to l o n g - t e r m p r o g r e s s , peace a n d , ulti-

mate ly , nat iona l i n d e p e n d e n c e , w i t h i n t h e t e r m s o f the a g r e e m e n t . 

T h e recent e f for t s , therefore , o f K e v i n M c N a m a r a a n d o t h e r s in 

p r e s s i n g for c h a n g e s to t h e e q u a l i t y a s p e c t s o f the N o r t h e r n 

I r e l a n d Bil l h a v e b e e n b o t h i m p o r t a n t a n d t imely . T h i s , a n d the 

i n t r o d u c t i o n o f fur ther e m e r g e n c y l e g i s l a t i o n f o l l o w i n g O m a g h 

a n d t h e g o v e r n m e n t ' s s tance o n t h e d e c o m m i s s i o n i n g , r e m i n d us 

o f t h e c o n t i n u i n g n e e d for v i g i l a n c e a n d s o l i d a r i t y w o r k - b o t h in 

o u r interest a n d t h e interest o f I r i sh p e o p l e as a who le . 

TIME TO CHOOSE ON EMU 
F o r g e t the s u b t l e n u a n c e s a n d v a g u e c o n t r a d i c t i o n s , g o v e r n m e n t 

m i n i s t e r s have b e e n s e n d i n g o u t clear s i g n a l s i n recent w e e k s that 

B r i t a i n r e m a i n s a k e y player i n t h e ' E u r o p e a n project' a n d w i l l be 

e n t e r i n g the s i n g l e E u r o p e a n c u r r e n c y c o m e hel l or h i g h water 

a n d , b y i m p l i c a t i o n , i rrespect ive o f the w i s h e s o f a m a j o r i t y o f the 

B r i t i s h people . S p e a k i n g to t h e C B I r e c e n t l y , Peter M a n d e l s o n 

repea ted the f a m i l i a r ' s m o k e s c r e e n ' m a n t r a that Bri ta in w i l l join 

t h e s i n g l e c u r r e n c y " w h e n it i s i n Britain's i n t e r e s t s to d o so" . But , 

h e w a s t e d n o t i m e in reassur ing Britain's ' c a p t a i n s o f i n d u s t r y ' as 

to t h e real thrust o f the G o v e r n m e n t ' s pol icy , s t re s s i ng that Br i ta in 

" m u s t use its n e w a n d i n c r e a s i n g i n f l u e n c e s i n E u r o p e t o p u s h for 

greater labour m a r k e t flexibility, t o u g h e r p r o d u c t m a r k e t c o m p e -

t i t i o n a n d i n c r e a s i n g capital m a r k e t l ibera l i sa t ion ." T h i s w a s the 

w a y to "create jobs a n d to e n s u r e the l o n g - t e r m succes s o f t h e s in-

g l e currency" , h e ins i s ted . N o vagar ies here a b o u t a ' T h i r d W a y ' -

t h i s is straight ' r o u t e one ' c a p i t a l i s m . T h e s t a t e m e n t f o l l o w e d o n e 

b y G o r d o n B r o w n a n n o u n c i n g a 'Nat iona l C h a n g e o v e r P l a n ' in 

preparat ion for E M U , to be w a t c h c d over b y a cross-party g r o u p -

n o d o u b t a n o t h e r h a n d y m e c h a n i s m for ' creat ing facts o n the 

g r o u n d ' . T h e g o v e r n m e n t ' s s o - c a l l e d 'prepare a n d dec ide ' p o l i c y is 

n o t i n t e n d e d to o f f e r us a g e n u i n e cho ice . W e w i l l get a r e f e r e n d u m 

as a n d w h e n the g o v e r n m e n t t h i n k s it has le f t Bri t i sh p e o p l e w i t h 

n o al ternat ive . B u t , there is a l w a y s a cho ice : g i v e up n a t i o n a l sov-

ere ignty , c o n t i n u e to cut p u b l i c f u n d i n g a n d s u p p o r t the in teres t s 

o f finance capital a n d big b u s i n e s s ; or opt t o retain c o n t r o l of 

Bri ta in 's vital po l i t i ca l and e c o n o m i c d e c i s i o n - m a k i n g p r o c e s s e s -

o v e r w h i c h we h a v e at least s o m e d e m o c r a t i c s a y 
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Sellafield toxic 
fuel fears 

P O L L U T I O N D A N G E R 
D e m o c r a t r e p o r t e r The Irish government and envi-

ronmental campaigners have 
reacted angrily to an announce-
ment by the UK Environment 
Agency giving the go ahead for a 
new mixed oxide (MOX) 

nuclear fuel plant at Sellafield in 
Cumbria. 

At the end of October, Irish 
Minis ter for State for Public 
Enterprise, Joe Jacob, wrote to British 
Secretary of State for the Environ-
ment, John Prescott, and Secretary of 
State for Agriculture, Forestry and 
Food, Jack Cunningham, demanding 
that the government stick to a previ-
ous commitment to block the new 
Sellafied plant. 

T h e decision by the Environment 
Agency to give the go-ahead was 
described by the Irish minister as 
"totally unacceptable". Concern has 
also been raised over the UKEA's deci-
sion to raise limits of gaseous dis-
charges from Sellafield while tighten-
ing up on liquid discharge levels. 

T h e Irish government's objections 
to the new Sellafield installation were 
coincided with the surfacing of new 
concerns over the possible secret 
d u m p i n g of nuclear waste from 
'Windscale' - as Sellafield used to be 
known - in the Irish Sea in the late 
1950s and early 1960s. 

In an article which appeared in the 
Irish Times on 26 October, retired 
merchant seaman Walter Reagan told 
the paper that he believed that barrels 
regularly dumped by the Limerick 

Around 70 people gathered In the Camden Irish Centre on 10 October f o r the 
Connolly Association's London bicentenary celebration o f the United Irish 
rebellion. In addition to fascinating contributions from historians R u i n CDonnell 
(pictured) and J o h n Gartan, on the nature and course o f the rebellion and life 
of Fr. James Quigley, respectively, there was a rare opportunity for those 
attending to see three short films on the rebellion made earlier this century. 
Tbe CA's new collection of essays on 1798 was also launched (see page 13). 

Steamship Company for a customer in 
Cumbria throughout this per iod 
contained either radioactive or highly 
toxic waste. 

Mr Reagan, who believes that four 
of the company's ships were involved, 
suggested that up to 350 barrels could 
have were dumped between the mid 
1950s and the when he left the compa-
ny in 1964. Windscale opened in 1952. 

The issue has been taken up in the 
Dail by the Irish Green Party MI? 
John Gormley. H e insists that, so far, 
he has received no satisfactory answers 
from ministers. 

O B I T U A R Y 

Cheryl Williams 
The Irish Democrat is sad to announce 
the death of Cheryl Williams, artist, 
teacher, internationalist and commu-
nist, who finally lost her two-year bat-
tle against cancer at the end of 
October. 

Born in Liverpool 42 years ago, 
everyone who knew her recognised 
her as a woman of enormous dedica-
tion, enthusiasm, talent and warmth. 
No one more so than her husband 
Derek Kotz, the Irish Democrat's pro-
duction editor, to whom we send our 
deepest condolences. 

Although Cheryl would probably 
have only ever described herself as an 
'ordinary' member of the Connolly 
Association, her support for Irish 
unity and independence was based on 
a sound understanding of the issues. 
She also lent her considerable talents 
without stint, contr ibut ing pho-
tographs and several cartoons to the 
Irish Democrat. Unfortunately, it was 
only a few short months after agreeing 

to contribute a regular cartoon to the 
paper that her illness was diagnosed. 
Even so, she refused to become 'a vic-
tim', fighting the illness every step of 
the way and insisting on doing what-
ever she could, even after undergoing 
major surgery. 

Irish Democrat readers may remem-
ber her drawing of a group of *Orange' 
cows demonstrat ing for a un i t ed 
Ireland. Her cartoon (reproduced 
below), which appeared in the paper at 
the height of the BSE crisis, included 
all the necessary ingredients, topicali-
ty, political astuteness and razor-sharp 
humour, to make it a classic. 

What Cheryl did for the CA she did 
for many others as well, with Cuba, 
South Africa and the labour move-
ment featuring prominently in her 
interests and activities. 

For those of us who knew Cheryl as 
a friend as well as a campaigning artist 
her death has been a double blow. We 
shall all miss her. - David Granville 

Equality boost 
M a c B R I D E P R I N C I P L E S 
Democrat reporter Ihe decision of the US Congress 

to attach the MacBride princi-
ples on Fair Employment to its 
approval of £13 million for the 
International Fund for Ireland 
is another victory for the US sol-

idarity movement that has done so 
much over the years for the peace 
process. T h e inclusion of the 
'Principles of Economic Justice' -
called the MacBride Principles after 
the late Sean MacBride who originally 
sponsored them - was hailed as a 
'magnificent achievement' by Father 
Sean McManus of the Irish National 
Caucus, which has lobbied for them 
since the mid-80s. 

The new legislation ensures that 
American funding will be used in a 
manner tha t effectively increases 
employment opportunities in commu-
nities with rates of unemployment 
higher than the local or urban average 
of unemployment in Nor thern 
Ireland. " T h e principles are about fair 
employment for all in Nor thern 
Ireland, Protestant and Catholic 
alike," said Fr. McManus. 

US Congressman Ben Gil lman, 
chairman of the House International 
Affairs Committee, said that the pas-
sage of the MacBride Principles into 
law was "an important message on 
equality which will help ensure that 
no US taxpayer money can be used to 
reinforce the unsatisfactory status quo 
where job, workplace discrimination 
and sectarian harassment poisoned life 
in the North of Ireland for too long." 

Donations to the Connolly 
Association and the Irish Democrat 

2 September to.? November 1998 

P Lewis £5; A. Rogers £5; C.O'S £300; 
R. Rossiter £25; M. Clinton £8; J.Friel 
£5; R. & M. Walker £4; G. Logan £3; 
PT. Mullin £50; M. Crofton £1; M. & 
B. Flannery £20; M. Donoghue £5; 
J. Egan £1; S. Kenneally £5; N. Green 
£5; P Riddell £5; F. Small £10; 
J. O'Grady £5; F. Jennings £10; 
U. McEoin £7; D. O'Jay £1; 
M. Donohoe £8; A. Mor ton; 
M. Kenny; P McKenna; P Metscher 
£8; C. Smith £28.50; A. Noone £8; 
various anonymous donations £12.90. 

Bankers orders (2 months) £304.63 
Total: £876.53 
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EUROWATCH 
E u i r O ' S c i o p t a i g h 

'In Maastricht we laid the foundation-
stone for the completion of the 
European Union. T h e European 
Union Treaty introduces a new and 
decisive stage in the process of 
European union, which within a few 
years will lead to the creation of what 
the founding fathers dreamed of after 
the last war: the United States of 
Europe.' - former German Chancellor 
Helmut Kohl, April 1992. 

'The single currency is the greatest 
abandonment of sovereignty since the 
foundat ion of the European 
Community. . . It is a decision of an 
essentially political nature. . . We need 
this United Europe and we must 
never forget that the euro is an instru-
ment for this project. ' - Felipe 
Gonzalez, former Spanish Prime 
Minister, 1998. 

Dumped Irish beef, exported under the 
EU's Common Agricultural Policy, is 
adding to the poverty of Africa. With 
EU beef producers receiving £2.50 in 
export refunds for every £1 of meat 
they export , the market for local 
farmers and traders in South Africa 
has collapsed. EU beef sells for less 
than half the wholesale price in South 
Africa, and Ireland accounts for nearly 
half the total. 

The Irish government is under pres-
sure from the EU Commission to rein-
troduce domestic water charges, 
which would be a very unpopular 
move. Brussels is also critical of 
Dublin's proposal to introduce a 12.5 
per cent rate of corporation tax for all 
companies, this low tax regime being 
probably the most single attraction of 
the Republic for foreign investors. 
Company tax rates in most EU coun-
tries are double or treble this. Taxation 
is a matter for national governments 
under the EC/EU treaties, but the 
continentals want Dublin to come in 
line with their higher-tax regimes and 
are starting to put the pressure on. 

Millions Of pounds have disappeared 
from an EU-funded nuclear safety pro-
gramme that has left Eastern Europe's 
ageing nuclear reactors as dangerous 
as ever. According to a damning recent 
report from the EU Court of Auditors, 
the EU Commission handed out near-
ly £600 million between 1991 and 1997 
without agreeing objectives or any way 
of checking the money. Millions in 
relief for Rwanda and Burundi have 
also disappeared into thin air. Under 
pressure from this and a whole series 
of o ther scandals, Brussels 
Commission President Jacques Santer 
has announced an independent body 
to investigate EU fraud. 

In September over 30,000 took the 
EU's civil-service exams, the gateway 
to lucrative jobs in the Brussels 
Commission. Numerous candidates 
have confirmed that cheating was 
widespread, with large numbers tak-
ing toilet breaks so they could call 
knowledgeable friends on their mobile 
phones about tricky multi-choice 
questions. The Commission has now 
agreed to hold the exams again at a 
cost of almost £1 million. 

'NOW what are the realities of Europe? 
What are the pillars on which it can be 
built? T h e truth is that those pillars 
are the states of Europe - states each of 
which has its own genius, history and 
language, its own sorrows, glories and 
ambitions, but states that are the only 
entities with the right to give orders 
and to be obeyed.' - Charles de Gaulle, 
Memoirs of Hope. 

O'Neill inquiry 
demand 

P O L I C E K I L L I N G 
Democrat reporter Ihe family of Diarmuid O'Neill, 

the unarmed IRA volunteer 
killed in London in 19% by 
officers of the Metropolitan 
police, is stepping up its 
campaign for an independent 

inquiry into his death 
Relatives, friends and supporters 

gathered for a candlelit vigil at St 
Martin's in the Fields, London, on 23 
September to mark the second 
anniversary of the extra-judicial 
killing amid growing concern over the 
amount of official information avail-
able about the police actions on the 
day of the shooting. 

Speaking on the night of the vigil, 
Dairmuid O'Neill's sister, Siobhan, 
said: "It's been two years now since 
Diarmuid's death but we are not going 
to give up on this until we get the 
result we want. The Police Complaints 
Authority have finished interviewing 
all the police officers involved in the 
raid so it's time we got some answers." 

Both the family and campaigners 
have expressed anger at the slow pace 
of the police investigation into the 
shooting. 

Earlier this year, London Labour 
M P John McDonnell told the House 
of Commons that it was normal for the 
Police Complaints Authority to pro-
duce a report within 120 days of the 
inquiry being initiated. However, 
when members of the Diarmuid 
O'Neill Campaign met the PCA's Alan 
Potts in June they were shocked to dis-
cover that the police officers involved 
in the operation had not even been 

Good Friday Monitor 
© Sept 98 British Army patrols 
ended in the Belfast area and South 
Derry; the government also 
announces die reopening of all border 
roads along with the closure of three 
surveillance towers and three 
remaining vehicle checkpoints; four 
hundred troops are withdrawn. 

© 30 Sept 98 British Secretary of 
State Mo Mowlam told delegates 
attending the annual Labour Party in 
Blackpool that she wants to see the 
troops off the streets permanently. 

© 2 Oct 98 The Independent 
Commission on Policing begins 
public consultation. It is expected to 
report in summer 1999. 

© 20 Oct 98. The start of the oral 
hearing stage of the Savile inquiry, 
set up to reinvestigate the events of 
Bloody Sunday, postponed for a 
second time. No start date given. 

© 21 Oct 98 The first women 
prisoners are released in the North 
under the terms of the agreement. 
Anna Corry, Pat McCool, Rosaleen 
McCorley and Marie Wright were 
freed from Maghaberry jail in Co. 
Antrim. 

o 22 Oct 98 Reports continue to 
surface of increased British army 
patrols in many areas outside Belfast 
and Derry, particularly in the border 
region of South Armagh. Other 
affected areas include mid Tyrone. 

interviewed, almost two years after the 
incident. Campaigners are also con-
cerned that the Metropolitan Police 
are investigating themselves. 

At a recent conference, leading 
solicitor Gareth Peirce told her audi-
ence that a police tape recording of the 
raid proved that O'Neill had been shot 
deliberately and illegally. 

However, campaigners received a 
significant boost recently with the 
affiliation of the .Stephen Lawrence 
Family C a m p a i ^ ^ a direct ,result of 
attempts, to broaa&i support by 

0 2 5 Oct 98 An emergency meeting 
of the Orange Order in County 
Armagh reinstates Portadown Orange 
Order spokesman, David Jones, after 
his suspension from the organisation 
three days earlier. The Portadown 
Orangeman had rejected a call by 
Church of Ireland Primate, Dr. Robin 
Eames, to "obey the law". 

© 26 Oct 98 RUC Chief Constable 
Ronnie Flanagan announces the 
closure and eventual demolition of 
the British Army base at Whiterock, 
West Belfast. Welcoming the 
announcement, Sinn Fein president 
Gerry Adams calls on the Blair 
government to publish an 'overall 
strategy' for demilitarisation in line 
with the agreement. 

© 28 Oct 98 Education Secretary 
David Blunkett confirms that the 
Irish language will be added to the 
list of options for 11- to 16-year olds 
in British schools. 

© 29 Oct 98 Former Labour Party 
spokesperson on Northern Ireland, 
Kevin McNamara warns of serious 
defects in the Bill dealing with the 
implementation of the agreement 
currently the before the British 
parliament. Government agrees to 
support key amendments following 
intense lobbying. 

© 26 Oct 98 Lieut. Gen. Sir Hew 
Pike appointed as the new General 
Officer Commanding in the six 
counties. Pike was commander of 
3 Para regiment in 1981, which was 
accused of deliberately failing to 
prevent a UDA attempt to murder 
former Mid Ulster MP Bernadette 
McAliskey and her husband. A senior 
spokesperson for the SDLP described 
Pike's appointment as "unhelpful". 

developing links with other justice 
campaigns. 

T h e campaign already has the 
backing of Michael Mansfield QC, 
around 15 Labour MPs and MEPs, 
human rights groups such as Amnesty 
International, Britain and Ireland 
Human Rights Centre, and campaign-
ing organisations such as the Connolly 
Association. 

The Justice for Diarmuid O'Neill 
Campaign can be contacted at BM Box 
D O'Neill, London, WC1N 3XX. 

© 31 Oct 98 The deadline for the 
establishment of a shadow assembly 
executive falls after the UUP 
continues with its attempts to 
reinvent the unionist veto by 
insisting on the immediate surrender 
of IRA weapons. The deadlines for 
the establishment and inaugural 
meetings of the North/South and 
British/Irish councils were also 
breached as a result of unionist 
manoeuvres. In an assembly debate 
prior to the 31 October deadline, 
hard-line UKUP Bob McCartney 
agrees with Sinn Fein that under the 
terms of the agreement the handing 
over of weapons is not a precondition 
to the establishment of the assembly 
executive. 

© 31 Oct 98 A Catholic man, 35 year 
old Brian Service, is shot and killed 
by a loyalist gunman in north Belfast. 
The killing is claimed by a 'new' 
group calling itself the Red Hand 
Defenders - believed to have strong 
connections with the LVF 

© 3 Nov 98 The British Army Board 
announces that the two British 
soldiers recently released from prison 
are to be allowed to resume their 
army careees. Guardsmen Fisher and 
Wright were convicted of murder 
after shooting Belfast teenager 
Peter McBride in the back in 1992. 
Secretary of State Mo Mowlan 
indicates that she does not agree with 
the decision but fails to challenge the 
decision. 

© 6 Nov 98 199 prisoners released 
to date under the terms of the 
agreement - 104 republican, 86 
loyalist and 9 non-affiliated. More 
than 200 prisoners are expected to be 
free before Xmas 1998 - more than 
originally predicted. 

Committee 
opts for fair 
referendums 

F A I R R E F E R E N D U M S 
D e m o c r a t r e p o r t e r It would appear that Britain has 

something to learn from Ireland 
on conducting fair referendums. 
The judgement of the Irish 
Supreme Court in 1995 in the case 
of Dublin 

Green M E P Patricia McKenna, 
who challenged the constitutionality 
of the Irish government's one-sided 
use of public money in referendums, 
parallels the recent recommendations 
of the parliamentary committee. 

The report of Lord Neill QC on 
government behaviour in elections 
and referendums said that the govern-
ment should remain neutral and 
should not use public money or the 
state machine to favour one side or the 

SE other - although ministers and politi-
Z cians could campaign as they wished, 
3 using political party and personal 

funds if need be. 

Britain's Eurocritics, who expect a 
referendum to abolish the pound and 
join the Euro during the next three 
years, welcomed the committee's con-
clusions. Thei r opponents on the 
other hand were appalled. 

The Europhiles want the govern-
ment to come down heavily for the 
single currency and to use the weight 
of the state machine to push it 
through, as Harold Wilson did in 1975 
in Britain's first-ever referendum, on 
whether Britain should remain in the 
EEC. Lord Neill said also that expen-
diture by foreign sources should be 
outlawed in referendums. If this were 
done it would prevent the Brussels 
Commission f rom using its vast 
resources in trying to bribe the British 
people into giving Brussels even more 
power. 

Democrats in Britain might useful-
ly take note of the Irish Supreme 
Court's judgement in the McKenna 
case. The Irish Supreme Court laid 
down that principles of fairness, 
democracy and the right of citizens to 
equal treatment require the govern-
ment to ensure fairness. 

"It is a breach of the concept and 
spirit of the constitutional right to 
equality for the government to spend 
public monies in funding a campaign 
to advocate a specific result in a refer-
endum", said Irish Supreme Court 
Justice Susan Denham. 

In April this year, in the case taken 
by Irish Democrat contributor Anthony 
Coughlan on radio and TV broadcasts 
in referendums, the Irish High Court 
relied on the McKenna judgement to 
rule that referendum broadcasts 
should be on the basis of equality 
between the Yes and No sides, rather 
than reflect the political party balance 
on the issue. RTE is now appealing 
this case to the Irish Supreme Court. 

Family and campaigners are angry at the slow pace o f the Police Complaints 
Authority's Investigation into the fatal shooting of Diarmuid O'Neill two years ago 

Patricia McKenna MEP 
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News/Analysis 

Decommissioning 'danger' 
The Irish Democrat's Northern correspondent, Bobbie Heatley, warns Trimble and Blair that they are embarking 

on a dangerous path if they persist with attempts to renegotiate unilaterally the Good Friday agreement If there is a crisis with the potential 
to jeopardise the Good Friday deal 
upon which the current peace 
process depends, then the British 
government is primarily to blame, 
breathing, as it has, new life into 

the old Tory stalling device of making 
IRA decommissioning a precondition 
for political progress. 

Meanwhile, a Catholic man was 
shot dead recently in Belfast by loyal-
ist paramilitaries, the so-called Red 
Hand Defenders, with links to the 
LVF. T h e gunman has been responsi-
ble for at least two other sectarian 
murder attempts, and more attacks are 
forecast. T h e RUC's response has 
been, in many minds, uncharacteristi-
cally circumspect - in contrast to 
BBC's Radio Ulster, which reported 
that the weapon used in the killing 
had 'no previous forensic history'. 
While the gun's traceability is crucial 
in determining the real identity of 
group involved, coyness on the part of 
the RUC does not instil confidence 
within the attacked community. 

In a separate development , the 
Progressive Unionist Party indicated 
recently that UVF loyalist paramili-
taries would not necessarily give up 
their arms, even if the IRA decommis-
sions. There are also thought to be 
around 130,000 legally-held firearms 
in pro-unionist hands, while British 
army demilitarisation has been 
tokenistic and patchy. South Armagh, 
for example, has experiencing a step-
ping-up of military oppression. 

Fur thermore , none of the core 
grievances which explain the extent 
and durability of republican paramili-
tarism in the North have even begun 
to be addressed under the Good 
Friday deal. The mere setting-up of 
commissions into this and that is not 
the delivery of the remedies necessary 
for social, and thus political, transfor-
mation. T h e aggrieved want out-
comes, not quangos, however well-
intentioned. 

One key area of concern is policing. 
At a recent meeting with residents in 
west Belfast, commission chair Chris 
Patten was told that the RUC's role 
since its inception, and particularly 
over the past 30 years, placed it beyond 
redemption in the eyes of that com-
munity and should be disbanded. 

At the end of the meeting Mr. 
Patten sparked an angry reaction 
when he asked if anyone 'had any 
positive suggestions'. "You're not 
listening," some shouted back. If the 
personnel of other commissions adopt 
similar preconceptions the necessary 
changes will only be extracted slowly 
and tardily. The causes of paramili-
tarism in this section of the communi-
ty are likely to continue to fester. 

Against this background, Tony 
Blair openly complied with a parlia-
mentary question about a timetable 
for the handover of weapons from the 
pro-unionis t Labour M P Harry 
Barnes, in an attempt to re-write the 
Good Friday deal. Mr. Blair's 'outing' 
should come as no surprise as union-
ists had already made public a letter 
from the Prime Minister inducing 
them to sign up to the 'agreement' in 
the first place. In it, Mr. Blair agrees to 
alter unilaterally the terms of the 
agreement to prevent Sinn Fein from 
taking up its ministerial posts in the 
Assembly if decommissioning does 
not take place "straight away". 

"...if, during the course of the first 

six months of the shadow Assembly or 
the Assembly itself, these provisions 
have been shown to be ineffective, we 
will support changes to these provi-
sions to enable them to be made prop-
erly effective in preventing such peo-
ple from holding office," writes Mr. 
Blair. There is no such deadline in the 
agreement. What takes precedence 
then, the letters between the two par-
ties, or the document signed up to by 
the parties? 

There is simply no cross-commu-
nity support for an interpretat ion 
which puts six-county unionism in 
ownership of the agreement process. 

What is being witnessed is the 
unchanged game of British govern-
ments over 76 years; it was this which 
brought about the abomination of 
Northern Ireland in the first place. 

An indication of the strength of 
nationalist resentment at Blair's 
handling of the issue came recently 
from S D L P assemblyman, Alasdair 
McDonnel l . Writing in the Irish 
News, Mr. McDonnell deplored the 
political 'stagnation' and warned of its 
attendant dangers. Under the terms of 
the agreement, it was the job of 
General de Chastelain to effect decom-
missioning within the two-year period 

st ipulated, he insisted. Blair and 
Trimble are clearly a t tempt ing to 
usurp his role as well. 

Activists in the Brit ish labour 
movement could bring some sanity 
into the discussion by reminding 
Harry Barnes and Tony Blair that it 
was loyalism's initial violent response 
to the modest d e m a n d s of the 
Nor thern Ireland Civil Rights 
Association which triggered one of the 
greatest movements of a civilian popu-
lation ever seen in western Europe. 
This was the result of orange/unionist 
pogroms against the Catholic popula-
tion in the six counties. 

While left-wing radicals of People's Democracy saw the unionist Stormont regime 
as the main enemy, Greaves and the CA warned against direct rule f r o m London. 

Civil rights thirty years on 
Thirty years after the first civil rights marchers took to the streets of the North, 
CA general secretary Enda Finlay reminds us of the organisation's pioneering role 

This winter 30 years ago the 
Northern Ireland civil rights 
movement was holding the 
mass marches which brought 
the political slum that was then 
unionist-run Northern Ireland 

to the attention of the world. 
The Connolly Association can 

proudly claim to have pioneered that 
movement, which inaugurated the 
run-in to the now inevitable ending of 
partition. It was Irish Democrat editor 
Desmond Greaves who saw the poten-
tial of civil rights demands for desta-
bilising unionism - British rights for 
British citizens, equality of treatment 
for northern nationalists while they 
are kept against their will in the UK. 

The CA's work of mass education 
and lobbying in the British labour 
movement from 1958 to 1968, ensured 
that when the civil rights movement 
got going in Nor thern Ireland itself, 
the political climate for unionism was 
coldly inhospitable in Britain. 

Through the CA's own campaign-
ing work, and its affiliation to the 
National Council for Civil Liberties 
and the Movement for Colonial 
Freedom, as well as its influence on 
the Labour Party 's Campaign for 
Democracy in Ulster, the CA made the 
misdeeds of unionism an issue in 
British politics at this time. Greaves 
also influenced personally those 
Belfast trade unionis t s - Betty 
Sinclair, Noel Harris and others - and 
indirectly the 1960s Sinn Fein and 
IRA, the two organised elements with-
in Ireland that pioneered the 
Northern Ireland Civil Rights 
Association that, in turn, initiated the 
movement. 

It was the CA that first drew men-
tion to the fact that the Government of 
Ireland Act empowered the Westmin-
ster parliament to impose democratic 
reforms - over the heads of the Ulster 
unionists if need be. T h e CA showed 
political vision in opposing the aboli-
tion of Stormont and the imposition of 
'direct rule' from London in 1972. 
Instead it advocated a middle course 
between leaving Stormont u n i -
formed and abolishing it altogether. 

This middle way was a Bill of 
Rights imposed by Westminster as a 
legislative straitjacket on the devolved 
Stormont legislature, restraining it 
from abusing power and imposing an 
equality agenda, while permitting it to 
develop closer relat ions with the 
South. It was the CA which first raised 

the demand for a Bill of Rights, and 
succeeded in getting it adopted as 
TUC policy in 1971. Greaves personal-
ly drafted a Bill of Rights, which was 
printed by HMSO and proposed on 
the same day, 12 May 1971, in both 
houses of the British Parl iament . 
Unfortunately, it was defeated in the 
Commons by a three- l ine whip 
imposed by the Tory leadership. 

The Connolly 
Association was 

astute enough to see 
that the call 

for direct rule from 
London was likely 

to strengthen 
the union rather 

than weaken it 
The CA was astute enough to see 

that the call for direct rule f rom 
London was likely to strengthen the 
Union rather than weaken it, much as 
the abolition of the corrupt and dis-
credited College Green parliament in 
1800 had strengthened Britain's hold 
on Ireland. 

The demand to abolish Stormont 
was first put forward by the leftist 
young radicals of the People's 

Democracy who saw the unionist 
regime in Belfast, rather than its prin-
cipals in London, as the main enemy. 
It was taken up mechanically by the 
newly formed Provisionals. John 
Hume foolishly went along with it 
and it swept like wildfire through the 
British parliamentary Labour Party. 
In due course, Stormont was abolished 
in 1972 by the Conservative Prime 
Minister Edward Heath , like the 
proverbial cat being driven into a 
dairy. 

When in February 1972 the left-
wing Tribune advocated 'Shut Down 
Stormont' , Greaves wrote in the Irish 
Democrat-. "This is Labour assuming 
the mantle of imperialism. Imagine 
the difficulty of gett ing a united 
Ireland if the whole administration of 
the North were fused with England. 
Does Tribune want a new 50 years of 
bitterness as anti-partition leagues, 
labour organisations and the IRA 
direct their energies to getting the 
direct rule administration removed? 
Every issue would be automatically 
transferred from Belfast to London. 
And a solution might wait years as 
successive English governments 
fooled, vacillated and temporised as 
they are well able to do." 

A quarter-century later a reformed 
Stormont has, in effect, been restored 
by the Good Friday agreement. The 
equality agenda is once more to the 
fore as the built-in means of dividing 
unionism and advancing nationalism. 
History has vindicated the Connolly 
Association's judgements. 

World Comment 
by POLITICUS 

Credit crunch? 
T h e root of the economic crisis now 
afflicting much of the capitalist world 
is excessive investment, over-capacity 
and over-supply of products, by com-
parison with the existing demand for 
these same products. Over-production 
and under-consumption have always 
been the two sides of capitalist slump. 
T h e y stem from the intrinsically 
unp lanned character of capitalism 
itself. Capitalism's s t rength is its 
unplanned character: businessmen do 
their thing for their own private bene-
fit. But that is also capitalism's weak-
ness. It cries out for regulation. Draw-
ing attention to this paradox has been 
a key theme of the socialist criticism of 
capitalism since its foundation. 

Historically capitalism's achieve-
ment has been its huge success in rais-
ing the product ivi ty of labour. 
Production is driven by the relentless 
dynamic of competition, a continual 
drive by individual f irms to cut costs, 
r educe the number of employees, 
introduce the most up-to-date tech-
nique and thereby raise output per 
worker, so gaining a productive advan-
tage over other firms. 

Consumption on the other hand 
requires planning and demand man-
agement, if the workers which busi-
ness finds it unprofitable to employ 
are to have the money to purchase the 
goods produced by the ever more pro-
ductive economic system. Tbat means 
state intervention and taxation to shift 
income from capital to labour, which 
business vigorously resists. Hence the 
conflict between production and con-
sumpt ion under capitalism. 

Capitalism's solution to the over-
production problem it to let weaker 
firms and economies go to the wall, so 
res tor ing profitability for the sur-
vivors. T h e left-wing solution is public 
intervention to stimulate popular con-
sumpt ion and demand, possibly with 
direct or indirect controls on invest-
ment and currency movements. 

In these essential respects the cur-
rent economic crisis is no different 
from previous ones, except that capi-
talism is now more 'globalised' than 
ever. T h e production s lump is mainly 
in Japan and the East Asian 'tigers'. 
T h e latter were the most dynamic cap-
italist areas until a year ago. Now East 
Asia is no longer buying the high-tech 
exports of the US and Europe, or pro-
viding profitable investment opportu-
nities for Western financiers. Russia 
has imploded. Slump threatens Latin 
America. 

Bank failures, hedge fund crises, 
stockmarket falls and a threatening 
credit crunch are worrying 
governments in the US and Europe. 
There is belated talk of the need for 
controls on the tides of finance capital 
that sweep into and out of currencies 
overnight , destabilising the 'real ' 
economies of people making goods 
and providing services. 

But the financial and stockmarket 
crisis is the reflection of the more 
fundamental crisis in the productive 
system itself, in more and more of its 
key global centres. Will cuts in interest 
rates in the US and Europe stimulate 
investment and demand and head off 
the impending credit crunch? Will 
governments cut taxes to indyce 
citizens to spend? 

Inside a few months, deflation, not 
inflation, has become the dominant 
problem. Capitalist governments are 
suddenly faced with the need to ques-
tion the free-market fundamentalism 
they have subscribed to for the past 
three decades. Are they up to it? 
Maybe, but one should not bet on it. 
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Christopher Ford challenges a 
recent assessment of the English 
Chartist leader George Julian 
Harney (above) and examines the 
significance of the revolutionary 
alliance which developed between 
the English Chartists and Irish 
radicals in the mid 19th century 

Chartism, Harney and 
Irish freedom Ihis year is the 150th anniversary of the 

mass mobilisations of the Chartists move-
ment that marked the revolutionary year of 
1848. T h e year also saw an historic unity of 
the Irish Confederation and the National 
Charter Association in a combined strug-

gle for freedom. Pioneer socialist George Julian 
Harney cried from the Chartist's Northern Star 
"Englishmen and Irishmen have sworn to have 
the Charter and Repeal, or Vive La Republique". 
If this historic moment was dynamite in 1848 it 
has proved as controversial today. Instead of re-
discovering this forgotten page of history, to sup-
port today's struggles, the achievement is being 
written off by the historian James D. Young. 

In his recent book The Very Bastards of 
Creation: Scottish International Radicalism Young 
attacks Harney to enhance the Scots poet 
Alexander Rodger: "To appreciate the full extent 
of the anti-imperialism of Scottish and Irish rad-
icals, the atti tudes of Rodger towards the Irish 
question should be contrasted to that of even the 
most left-wing of the Engl ish Chartists. 
Moreover Julius Braunthal, the historian of the 
International, wrote about the English Chartists' 
hostility to the agitation for Irish independence. 
As he put it: At a subsequent meeting (of the 
First International) a letter from the Chartist vet-
eran George Julian Harney, who had emigrated 
to Boston was read out in which he protested 
against the at t i tude of the International to the 
Irish question. ' Ireland' , he wrote 'is an integral 
part of the British Empire' ." 

This revisionism began in Cencrastus maga-
zine in 1995 via a critique of Eric Hobsbawn 
when we are told: "All the same Fergus 
O'Connor, Bronterre O'Brien and Robert Tressell 
are given A-grades for providing ' the British 
working class wi th a cutting edge of radicals and 
revolutionaries' bu t there is no ment ion of Julian 
Harney's defence of the English Chartists sup-
port for British imperialism in Ireland. Nor is 
there any mention of dear old Karl Marx's hos-
tility to Harney on this issue." 

In addressing the Irish question the Chartist 
movements faced immense problems, but not as 
Young sees them. They faced the chauvinism of 
the English masses reinforced by the abuse of 
employers of Irish immigrants to undermine 
English workers. There was the fur ther problem 
which Young so usefully fails to mention: the 
movement for repeal of the Act of Union was 
dominated by the pseudo-radical Daniel 
O'Connell M P In the words of James Connolly 
he was "the most bit ter and unscrupulous enemy 
of trade unionism Ireland has yet produced".1 

Faced with this the Chartists made relentless 
efforts were to win the Irish movement and the 
community to their cause, facing the open hostil-
ity of O'Connel l and the Cathol ic Church. 
O'Connell had argued to avoid contact with the 
"insane or dishonest Radicals of England, who, 
instead of appealing to common sense dfeclarg' 
their reliance on arms: resorting to reason and 
justice talk of swords rifles and physical force".1 

In 1842 Britain witnessed its first general 
strike and insurrection at Newport. T h e year was 
not only historic for new heights of struggle: the 
Chartists made a landmark in internationalism, 
the new petition drawn up for adoption at their 
second National Convention incorporated repeal 
of the Act of Union between Britain and Ireland. 
T h e English workers' movement fused their own 
freedom with that of Ireland's. 

Addressing the Irish people in 1848, 
O'Connor reminded them of this historic event; 
"Even that portion of your press which chants its 
notes of liberty in the dullest strains of music has 
withheld from you all knowledge of English feel-
ing for Ireland... while you were dull and apa-
thetic three millions and a half English people 
petitioned for Repeal of the U n i o n . " ' 

T h e defeats of 1842 and subsequent repres-
sion did not b lun t Chartist att i tudes to Ireland. 
Harney saw his main activity in 1843 as not only 
facing trial for sedition but suppor t ing the 
revived campaign for Repeal. A champion of 
oppressed nations he saw Ireland as the 'Poland 
of the West'. Sent to assist the Sheffield Chartists 
following imprisonment of many of the city's 
leaders, he was the first Englishman to join the 
Repeal Association there. At the Convention that 
year he was foremost of those advocating unity 
with the Irish movement. A series of Chartist ral-
lies and demonstration were organised in support 
of the Repeal agitation of that year - yet again 
met by hostility from Daniel O'Connell . 

Whilst Young praises the Scottish and Irish 
radicals of the t ime he misses Connolly's criti-
cism: "In their attitude towards all manifesta-
tions of working class revolt in England, the 
Young Irelanders were sorely divided".4 The new 
movement inherited much of O'Connell 's nar-
row nationalism. The Natum of 15 August 1847 
declared that "They desired no fraternisation 
between the Ir ish people and Chartism... 
Between us there is a gulf fixed and we desire not 
to bridge it over but to make it deeper." 

Far from having no original ideas, it was 
Harney who grappled with this Irish hostility to 
uni ty with Char t i sm, providing theoretical 
understanding. In the Northern Star of 8 August 

1846 he anticipated Connolly's analysis of nation-
alism and socialism of 1897.5 Harney saw that the 
democratic ideal of the Young Ireland leaders was 
limited to greater freedom for the aspiring Irish 
bourgeoisie. Harney argued: "Smith O'Brien and 
his friends were no advocates of democratic prin-

ijj f'Ciplesr^JI they wanted was an Irish middle class 
supremacy dignified by a national flag". For 
Harney democracy without the social liberation 
of the labouring masses was a "sham reform". 

It took the force of the 1848 revolutionary 
wave to bring about a truly revolutionary rela-
tionship between Chartism and the new Irish 
Confederat ion. On St. Patrick's Day 1848, 
O'Connor informed 15,000 Chartists and Irish-
men: "It will be the birth peal of freedom - for 
the solitary fortress tyranny must sink before the 
confluence of our united nations". The most rad-
ical of Irish leaders, John Mitchel, launched the 
United Irishman calling for Chartist aid. As 

For Harney 
democracy without 
the social liberation 

of the labouring 
masses was a 'sham 

reform' 
Chart is t associations sp rung up in Ireland, 
Mitchel's paper was sold by Chartists in England 
as one of their own. The Times responded to the 
new alliance by declaring that Chartists were 
"bu t tools in the hands of desperadoes... T h e true 
character of the present movement is a rami .ca-
tion of the Irish conspiracy. T h e repealers wish to 
make a great hell of this island as they have made 
of their own". ' 

The English ruling class prepared to meet the 
presentation of a new petition for the Charter on 
10 April 1848 as a revolutionary challenge. 
London was turned into an armed camp and the 
Chart is ts were banned from crossing the 
Thames. T h e official press ignored the large con-
tingent of the London-I r i sh Confederation 
which swelled the mass demonstra t ion on 
Kennington Common. Yet side by side with 
demands for "Liberty, Equality, Fraternity" flew 
green "Ireland for the Irish" banners. Harney 
addressed the Irish contingent saying: " T h e cor-
rupt daily press would say that in abandoning the 

Above: the first known photograph of a crowd, 
showing the 'Monster' Chartist Meeting held on 
Kennington Common, London on 10 April 1848 

procession they had retreated... but they had only 
retreated as the ablest of generals had done, to 
come again, perhaps in another shape and anoth-
er form." In defiance of the state ban the Irish 
contingent marched in formation back across the 
bridge. A measure of the connection between 
revolution in England and Ireland can be seen in 
the relief of the authorit ies that no insurrection 
had yet taken place. T h e Home Secretary Sir 
George Grey wrote: " I trust that the manner in 
which this day has, up to the present time, pro-
ceeded here will have good effect in Dublin." 7 

T h e threat of rebellion haunted the authori-
ties for months. Confrontat ion between police, 
troops and unified Chartist and Irish radicals 
took place throughout England. Nevertheless the 
ruling class was confident it could deal with the 
challenge and systematically set about suppress-
ing the movement with arrests, imprisonments 
and transportations. T h e alliance with the Irish 
held to the end of this chapter of working-class 
history. After the arrests of Mitchell for sedition 
60,000 Chartists marched through London in 
March 1848 to demand his release, paling by 
comparison anything seen in the 150 years since. 

T h e year of revolutions marked the culmina-
tion of a long struggle to achieve unity in the face 
of great adversity. But what of Young's assertion 
of Marx's hostility to Harney over Ireland? It is 
true that in the period after 1848 Marx and 
Engels had bitter disagreements with Harney. 
T h e dispute was not however over Ireland but 
the split in the Communis t League. This was the 
period of the victory of counter-revolution in 
Europe. Harney a t tempted through his Red 
Republican to bring about a new beginning for 
the defeated movement. His attitude to Ireland 
can be gauged from the welcome given to the 
relaunch of The Irishman in August 1850, which 
was described as a "masterpiece of democratic 
eloquence", and the urging of all reader of the 
Red Republican readers to be a "reader and sup-
porter of the paper. After 20 years a revolutionary 
Harney emigrated to America in 1862. It was the 
start of a journey which , for a myriad of reasons, 
saw Chartism's most outstanding leader trans-
form his views on Ireland into their opposite. 
Perhaps, however, Marx recognised at the time 
what Young does not - that Harney was no longer 
a leader of the workers' movement and that the 
Irish policy of labour leaders who sat in the 
International paled in comparison to Chartism. 

Harney and the Chartists as a whole were 
unique in that against narrow nationalism and 
chauvinism they unified, in 1848, the forces of 
freedom. No amount of revisionism can remove 
that fact from history. 
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internationalist, Paul Robeson, Irish Democrat editor David Granville pays tribute 
and examines the singer's interest in Irish culture and the struggle for freedom On the evening of 4 December 

1958, 50 of Belfast's leading 
trade unionists gathered for 
their regular monthly meeting 
at the Baker's Hall, 122 North 
Street. Records of the meeting 

show that among the many issues 
dealt with that night, which included 
the establishment of an all-Ireland 
trade union centre and a £1 donation 
to the fund for the remaining sur-
vivors of Connolly's Irish Citizens 
Army, is a reference to a visit by the 
black American artist and political 
campaigner Paul Robeson. 

As the minutes of the Belfast and 
District Trades Union Council relate: 
"The secretary reported that the offi-
cers had not been able to arrange for a 
reception for Paul Robeson due to his 
commercial commitments but that 
vice president and secretary had 
attended a reception given to Mr. 
Robeson by the Pan-African Society at 
Queen's University. Mr. Robeson had 
made a request for Irish songs and it 
was recommended that we send same. 
Bro. Wylie supplemented the report 
and it was agreed to provide some 
songs as requested." 

Sadly, no details of which songs, if 
any, were eventually sent to Robeson, 
or whether any were incorporated into 
his repertoire as a result. 

Th i s snapshot of Belfast trade 
union activity in the late 1950s 
demonstrates both Robeson's interest 
in Irish folk song and the level at 
which the artistry of one of the most 
talented and progressive figures of the 
twentieth century was a matter of 
direct interest and concern to working 
people throughout the world. Ireland 
was no exception. 

Indeed, Robeson, who performed 
to high acclaim in both parts of 

Ireland on several occasions during 
the 1930s, 1940s and again in the late 
1950s, was not only interested in col-
lecting folk songs. The singer was also 
keenly aware of Ireland's struggle for 
freedom and had developed many of 
his political opinions whilst living in 
Britain in the 1930s. "It was among 
the English, Scottish, Welsh and Irish 
people of that land - that I learned the 
essential character of a nation is not 
determined by the upper classes, but 
by the common people, and that the 
common people of all nations are truly 
brothers in the great family of 
mankind," Robeson later explained. 

In 1949, former Irish Democrat edi-
tor Desmond Greaves dispatched jour-
nalist Jack Bennett to interview 
Robeson for the Irish Democrat as the 
singer reached the climax a major 
European tour. "I know the historic 
struggles of the Irish people," 
explained Robeson. "I have sung in 
Ireland very often during the last 
years." Robeson claimed that the expe-
rience had given him an opportunity 
to acquaint himself with the Irish peo-
ple "...especially in the countryside in 
and around Cork. They understood 
me and felt that I belonged to them 
because of their own long history of 
British oppression." 

Asked why, as a campaigner for the 
rights of black Americans, he had cho-
sen not to devote his entire energies to 
this area of struggle, Robeson replied 
in typical fashion: "You cannot sepa-
rate the different struggles of the peo-
ples.... Any action against the people 
anywhere is, to me, an attack on my 
own people. What happens to the Irish 
people is as close to me as what hap-
pens to the Negroes in America and 
Africa." 

Born on 9 April 1898, his father a 

Presbyterian preacher and a former 
slave, his mother of mixed Delaware 
indigenous American, English Quaker 
and African origin, Paul Robeson was 
embarking on a life which would see 
him overcome racial prejudice to 
reach the heights of success and popu-
larity as an athelete, actor, and singer. 

But, as Labour MP Tony Benn 
explained in a lecture to the Paul 

"The artist must 
take sides. He 
must elect to 

fight for 
freedom or for 
slavery. I have 

made my 
choice. I had no 

alternative" 
- Paul Robeson, 24 June 1937 

Robeson Society in the mid 1980s, it 
was not simply his prodigious talent 
which placed him above so many of 
his contemporaries but the use to 
which he put it. "...he devoted his life 
to the rights of American negroes, to 
the working class more generally, to 
internationalism, to the movement 
against fascism, to the anti-colonial 
movement, to peace and to socialism." 

Speaking on 24 June 1937 at a rally 
in the Albert Hall sponsored by the 
National Joint Committee for Spanish 
Relief, Robeson explained: "Every 
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artist, every scientist, every writer 
must decide where he stands. He has 
no alternative. There is no standing 

^ve the conflict on Olympian 
There are no impartial 
->bservers. Through the 

destruction - in cer-
tain countries - of the 

greatest of man's liter-
ary heritage, through 

the propagation of false 
ideas of racial and nation-

al superiority, the artist, 
the scientist, the writer is 

challenged. The battlefront 
is everywhere. There is no 

rear. T h e artist must take 
sides... He must elect to 

fight for Freedom or for 
Slavery. I have made my 
choice. I had no alterna-
tive..." 

It was a choice which 
was to lead to persecution 

at the hands of the US gov-
ernment as it unleashed the 

'Cold War' against its former 
socialist allies in the fight 

against nazism. As a friend of 
working people, both at home and 

abroad, Robeson's support for 
peace, his stand against the anti-com-

munist McCarthyite witch hunt and 
his refusal to criticise the Soviet 
Union were tantamount to treason in 
the eyes of the US ruling-class estab-
lishment. 

Increasingly denied access to com-
mercial concert halls and shunned by 
US record companies Robeson was 
eventually restricted to performing in 
churches and private venues. In 1949, 
in retribution for a speech made by 
Robeson at the Paris Peace 
Conference, the American govern-
ment ordered the confiscation of the 
singer's passport. It wasn't until May 
1958, following a major international 
campaign, that it was returned and 
Robeson was allowed to travel freely 
outside of America once again. 

It was during this deeply traumatic 
period of Robeson's life that the most 
intriguing aspect of the singer's links 
with Ireland arises: the recording of 
the Irish freedom song Kevin Barry. 

Robeson was an expert on world-
folk music and frequently expounded 
on the connections between the folk 
music of widely differing cultures. An 
interview for the Irish Workers' Voice 
published on 23 February 1935 
includes a tantalising reference to 
Robeson's interests in "the Irish lan-
guage and Gaelic folk songs and their 
affinity with Persian and Hindustani 
folk-rhythm". 

Despite his interest, Robeson 
recorded only two Irish songs prior to 
1954 (both of which were often identi-
fied on record sleeve notes as being 
English): She Is Far From The Land, 
with lyrics by Thomas Moore, and 
Love at My Heart, from Alfred Perceval 
Graves' Irish Folk Songs. Both songs 
were released in 1939. 

In 1954 Robeson was to record 
three more Irish songs, including 
Kevin Barry, all of which appeared on 
the album Let Freedom Sing. The other 
two being Danny Boy and Minstrel Boy, 
the latter another with lyrics by 
Thomas Moore. The only other Irish 
song recorded by Robeson appears to 
have been Castle of Dromore which was 
released in 1960. 

Let Freedom Sing was released by 
the Othello Recording Company, 
established by Robeson's son Paul Jnr 
and longstanding Robeson friend, 
Lloyd Brown, after the professional 
studios closed their doors on the 
singer during as the McCarthyite 
repression gathered pace. 

The company was the only way 
that Robeson could get his work 
recorded during this period. It served 

a dual function, providing a creative 
outlet for the singer, as well as a mod-
est source of income, though nowhere 
near what he could have expected only 
a few years previously at the height of 
his fame and popularity. Pan of the 
way in which the company earned 
money for the singer was by selling the 
recordings abroad, particularly to the 
socialist countries. The UK folk 
record label Topic also released a num-
ber of songs from this period. 

While it was perfecdy in character 
for Robeson to record and perform 
two verses of Kevin Barry, a freedom 
song with strong anti-imperialist lean-
ings, litde is known about the circum-
stances in which Robeson's came into 
contact with it. The song is thought to 
have been written by an unknown 
Irishman living in Glasgow at around 
the time of the execution. 

Kevin Barry doesn't warrant a men-
tion by any of Robeson's biographers, 
though there can be litde doubt that it 
must have caused an uneasy reaction 
among at least some of Robeson's 
English fans. 

Earlier this year I wrote to a num-
ber of Irish newspapers in Britain, 
Ireland and America requesting infor-
mation about Robeson and Ireland, 
particularly about the song Kevin 
Barry. My thanks to all those who 
replied, including those who drew my 
attention to stories of a chance meet-
ing between Robeson and the Irish 
left-wing republican and author 
Peadar O'Donnell. 

The story appears to have surfaced, 
in Britain at least, in April 1985, after 
the Irish Post columnist Frank Dolan 
dedicated his weekly column to Paul 
Robeson at the time of a major com-
memorative exhibition at the Royal 
Festival Hall organised by Greater 
London Council. 

A follow-up column published one 
week later on 20 April refers to a letter 
sent to the journalist from one 
Columba O'Hagan in which he 
recounts the story of a meeting 
between the two great men. 

According to O'Hagan, a car in 
which O'Donnell and an unnamed 
companion are travelling, gets a punc-
ture, forcing them to pull up at the 
side of the highway. Details of when 
and where are not included in 
O'Hagan's letter, although other ver-
sions suggest Brooklyn Bridge as the 
site of the breakdown and encounter. 
To cut a long story short, another vehi-
cle carrying Paul Robeson stops to 
offer help, and the singer asks 
O'Donnell to join him while his 
friends replace the damaged wheel. 

After some discussion Robeson 
expresses an interest in recording an 
Irish song, at which point, according 
to O'Hagan, O'Donnell suggests Kevin 
Barry, writes down the words and 
sings the song a few times until 
Robeson has learnt the tune. 

While there must surely be some 
doubt about the truth of the story -
I haven't come across anyone yet who 
can confirm that O'Donnell met 
Robeson in America, or any place else 
for that matter, let alone under such 
unlikely circumstances - there is 
un-doubtedly a tale here which is still 
to be told. It is true that the story also 
crops up in Donal O'Donovan's book 
about Kevin Barry, however the only 
reference is Frank Dolan's Irish Post 
column and cannot be taken as 
corroboration. 

On the other hand there is equally 
no concrete evidence to suggest that 
the encounter didn't take place as 
Columba O'Hagan suggests in his 
1985 letter to Frank Dolan. Perhaps 
Paul Robeson Jnr or one of the emi-
nent scholars who have studied 
Robeson's life will now be able to shed 
further light on this subject. 

Features 

Singing out for peace, 
equality and freedom 
One hundred years on from the birth of the great black artist, campaigner and 
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1798 Bicentenary 

A Fellowship of Freedom The Uni ted Irishmen remain 
intellectually vibrant, because 
they never flinched from facing 
the real question of politics - the 
creation of a society fit to live in, 
a human home for ourselves, 

but more crucially for our children. 
The 1790s was an extraordinary 
decade in Irish history, when the 
opportunity presented itself to tran-
scend the age-old sectarian, ethnic and 
political divisions of the island. 

The United Irish movement had, 
as its central aim, the demolition of a 
political system rooted in sectarian 
privilege and its replacement with a 
secular democratic politics, founded 
on universal ideas of equality and jus-
tice. Their project of creating a secular 
republic, recasting political participa-
tion on inclusive lines, was deliberate-
ly blocked by the British state, using 
the weapons of sectarianism, military 
terror in 1798 and the suppression of 
the Irish parliament. We are still living 
with the consequences of that defeat. 

Two centuries later, after the loss of 
the one realistic opportunity Ireland 
has had to benefit from the advances 
of the European Enlightenment, the 
sectarian alternative forced upon it in 
the crucial decade of the 1790s still 
survives, as a distorting feature of 
British-Irish and internal Irish rela-
tions. Witness the last four years at 
Drumcree. 

With the blockage of the United 
Irish project, Irish politics split into 
two fragments - nationalism and 
unionism - which still dominate the 
political landscape two centuries later. 
Like the United Irishmen, we face the 
task today of negotiating an agreed 
political structure, capable of repre-
senting Irish people in all their inher-
ited complexities. While at one level 
1798 is about history, at another it is 
equally about the present. By showing 
how much political orientations have 
changed since the 1790s, we can see 
that political positions in the North 
are not in any sense set in stone. If 
things have changed so much in the 
past, they can do so again in the future. 

If the 1790s can be seen as the piv-
otal decade in the evolution of modern 
Ireland, then an honest and accurate 
understanding of it is not just of schol-
arly interest, but has serious implica-

Kevin Whelan, one of Ireland's leading scholars of the United Irish rebellion, 
argues that an honest and accurate understanding of the events is not just of scholarly 
interest, but has serious implications for current political and cultural thinking 
tions for current political and cultural 
thinking. It is precisely because of its 
enduring relevance that 1798 has 
never truly passed out of politics and 
into history. The United Irishmen's 
ideas did not die with the events of 
1798, but are still potent, valid and 
unrealised. In the sense that they faced 
the same problems which bedevil 
modern Ireland, the 
United Irishmen are 
very much our 
contemporaries. We 
need to stress their 
enduring legacy - the 
political vision and 
moral choices which 
impelled men and 
women into the field 
in 1798. 

It is this political 
vision that we 
reclaim, not the phys-
ical defeat of the rev-
olution on the bloody 
battlefields of '98. As 
Milan Kundera has 
noted, "the struggle 
for power is the 
struggle of memory 
against forgetting". 
In the case of 1798 it 
is not what we 
remember that is the 
problem, but what we 
have forgotten: it is 
not what we 'know', 
but what we 'know' 
that just ain't so. 

T h e power of 
political memory, 
which links past and present dynami-
cally, needs to be a central interpreta-
tive focus in any understanding of 
1798. Almost as they were happening, 
the events of 1798 were being recast in 
terms of memory. As with the politics, 
the memory also split into fragments. 
In the unionist one, 1798 was figured 
as a sectarian blood bath, yet another 
chapter in the Protestant Book of 
Martyrs. In the Catholic nationalist 
one, 1798 became a struggle for faith 
and fatherland, in which the United 

This fascinating poster f r o m 1908 
depicts the leaders o f the United 
irishmen. It is just one o f many 
remarkable illustrations to be found 
in Kevin Whelan's most recent book 
T h e Fellowship of Freedom' (Cork 
University Press, £14.95). The book is 
published as a companion to the joint 
Irish National Library and National 
Museum 1798 exhibition currently at 
the recently renovated Collins 
Barracks in Dublin. (See also CD ROM 
review on page 10) 

Irishmen and Presbyterians were air-
brushed out of a picture increasingly 
dominated by the c'erical collar of 
'Father Murphy' . 

This partisan confiscation of the 
memory of 1798 by the Catholics 
erased a distinguished moment in the 
history of Ulster Presbyterianism. 
Today the global image of Ulster 

Protestants is domi-
nated by the apoca-
lyptic footage from 
places like Drumcree 
and they are often 
presented as reac-
tionaries and prone 
to sectarian bigotry. 

Yet in the 1790s, 
Belfast, the 'Athens of 
the North', was the 
birthplace of Irish 
separatism and the 
cradle of the United 
Irish movement. The 
Ulster Presbyterians 
were at the cutting 
edge of the emerging 
radical movement 
and provided many 
of its most talented 
leaders. T h e i r gen-
erosity of spirit, polit-
ical vision, imagina-
tive inclusiveness 
and commitment to 
the principles of jus-
tice remain to this 
day an adornment to 
the tradition from 
which they sprang, 
even though this dis-

tinguished period in their evolution 
does not figure prominently in their 
current self-image. Flickering behind 
the obscuring smoke of the 'Twelfth', 
there is another, more generous 
history of Ulster Presbyterianism, of 
which they are aware, but wary. 

While the past cannot be restored, 
memory can. We need a process of 
rememoration - a retrieving of memo-
ry which has been deliberately sup-
pressed. Restoring this enabling mem-
ory can help release the blockage: the 

endless calendrical cycle of Protestant 
memory - the mythic circle of repeti-
tion can be redirected into historical 
and linear time, in which the possibil-
ity of progress finally becomes avail-
able. By elevating poli.ics out of the 
sectarian rut in which it has been 
deliberately confined since 1798, the 
dead weight of the continuous past can 
be lifted and political buoyancy 
restored. The United Irish project of 
an inclusive, democratic, non-sectari-
an Ireland remains uncompleted. The 
1798 rebellion remains buried under 
an oppressive weight of misrepresen-
tation. By excavating its hidden mean-
ings, 1798 can be made available in an 
entirely fresh way, opening an invigo-
rating and generous space in which to 
consider it. 1798 cannot be claimed by 
any single political tradition. 

T h e Catholic nationalist version 
which dominated the centenary, 1938 
and 1948 commemorations created the 
1798 which people think they know. 
By getting behind these commemora-
tions, we reopen 1798 as an event in 
the history of Presbyterians as much 
as in the history of the Catholics. We 
restore the international perspective 
which informed the United Irish pro-
ject, rather than seeing it as merely a 
set of cabbage-patch skirmishes. 

We must also generously acknowl-
edge the Ulster dimension to 1798, 
especially the Presbyterian contribu-
tion, with its enlightened emphasis on 
justice, equality and civil liberty. In so 
doing, we restore a proud episode in 
their history which has been confiscat-
ed from them by a partisan historiog-
raphy and their own complicity in 
convenient amnesia. We strive to lib-
erate 1798 from the straitjacket in 
which historians have sought to con-
fine it. The 1790s remain as a vision 
and an inspiration for the 1990s. As 
Walter Benjamin understood, to be 
forgotten is to die again: Only the his-
torian will have the gift of fanning the 
spark in the past who is firmly con-
vinced that even the dead will not be 
safe from the enemy if he wins and 
this enemy has not ceased to be victo-
rious. 

Kevin Whelan is Michael J. Smurfit 
Director of the Dublin Centre of Irish 
Studies, Notre Dame University. 

'The Man From God Knows Where' 
Denis Carroll outlines the important contribution to the struggle for Irish national 
democracy made by Thomas Russell (1766-1803), co-founder of the United 
Irish Movement, champion of social justice and friend of Theobald Wolfe Tone Ihomas Russell, 'The Man From 

God Knows Where', is one of 
the most fascinating characters 
of the 1798 period. Along with 
Henry Joy McCracken and 
James Hope, he believed that 

social change in Ireland was worthless 
if it was not accompanied by justice for 
weavers, tenants and poor people gen-
erally. Florence Wilson's ballad cap-
tures the atmosphere of the 1790s in 
Antrim and Down as well as the extra-
ordinary personality of The Man From 
God Knows Where. 

Russell travelled a long journey to 
his place in history - "from Cork to 
Dublin via India". Born into an army 
family at Drummahane, Co. Cork, he 
moved to Dublin when his father was 
appointed to the Royal Mili tary 
Hospital at Kilmainham. At the age of 
16 he himself joined the British army 
and served for a while in India. 

After his re turn to Dubl in , he 
struck up a friendship with Wolfe 
Tone which would change the course 

of Irish history. In 1790, he was re-
commissioned a lieutenant at Belfast. 
In October 1791 he the co-founded the 
United Irishmen in Belfast and, a few 
weeks later, in the Eagle Tavern, 
Dublin. This fact reminds us that 
when democratic republicanism first 
emerged it was in the north of Ireland 
and among Protestant people. There is 
a lesson here all too often forgotten by 
nationalists and unionists. The bicen-
tennary of 1798 invites us to note that 
republicanism includes non-sectarian-
ism among its primary beliefs and is 
about social justice as much as consti-
tutional changes. 

Late in 1794, Russell became the 
first paid librarian of the Belfast 
Linenhall Library. He was one of the 
group which founded the Northern 
Star, perhaps the most influential 

radical newspaper of the time. As the 
United Irishmen moved towards mili-
tary organisation, Russell's army expe-
rience and widespread popularity 
made him an obvious choice for 
organising the north. His concern 
with social justice is evident in his 
Journals as is his desire to improve 
radically the conditions in which 
working class people lived in the 
Ireland of the 18th century. It is inter-
esting that his Journals criticise even 
his own colleagues for their unspoken 
mistrust of the "mob" or the economi-
cally deprived in an unjust society. 

Arrested by Lord Castlereagh in 
1796, he became the longest serving 
political prisoner of the time. During 
1798 he was already in prison -
indeed, he spent much time with the 
dying Lord Edward Fitzgerald when 

the latter was brought to Newgate 
after his arrest. Castlereagh, a bitter 
enemy of Irish republicanism, later 
admitted that Russell was detained 
without trial because the government 
feared the influence of his political 
analysis and his immense popularity 
among all classes of people. In effect, 
Russell was the victim of'preventative 
internment'. 

Released in 1802, Russell joined 
Irish republican exiles in Paris. Here, 
with Robert Emmet, he became 
involved in preparations for another 
rising. He returned to Ireland in 
March 1803. In July, accompanied by 
James Hope, he tried to organise 
Antrim and Down. Unfortunately, 
things had changed for the worse in 
Ireland. Beyond a few skirmishes in 
Dublin and Belfast, the rising did not 

succeed. Russell went on the run and 
with the help of Mary Anne 
McCracken eventually reached 
Dublin. Arrested by Major Sirr in 
September 1803, he was tried at 
Downpatrick. On 23 October, Russell 
was hanged outside the jail. He is 
buried in a simple plot in 
Downpatrick marked 'The Grave of 
Russell', which was paid for by Mary 
Ann McCracken. 

Thomas Russell is one of the most 
interesting characters of the period. 
His commitment to a just society 
where sectarianism would have no 
part makes him one of the inspiring 
figures of Irish radical politics. 
Likewise, his conviction that even 
progressive politics sometimes toler-
ates exclusions remains a challenge to 
the 'Celtic Tiger' rhetoric of which we 
hear so much. 

Denis Carroll is the author of The Man 
From God Knows Where: Thomas 
Russell 1767-1803 (Gartan). 
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Connolly column 
.-1 delegate of the rank-and-file '98 Club, 
Connolly withdrew from the '98 Centenary 
Committee when its membership was 
thrown open to the Redmond and Dillon 
sections of the Irish Parliamentary Party. 
Connolly protested that only those who 
had not repudiated the principles of the 
dead should be eligible. The following 
article, which reflects both Connolly's 
admiration of Tone and his contempt for 
those he saw as attempting to distort 
the revolutionary teaching and principles 
of the United Irishmen, appeared in 
Workers' Republic, on 13 August, 1898. 

The men we honour 
Apostles of Freedom are ever idolised when 
dead, hut crucified when living. Universally 
true as this statement is, it applies with more 
than usual point to the revolutionary hero in 
whose memory the Irish people will, on 
Monday, 15th August, lay the foundation 
stone of a great memorial. 

Accustomed, as we are, to accept without 
question the statements of platform oratory or 
political journalism as embodying the veriest 
truths of history, the real meaning and signifi-
cance of the life and struggles of the high-
souled organiser of the United Irish move-
ment of 1798 is too often lost to the people of 
Ireland today. We think with pride and joy of 
Wolfe Tone and his struggle for Ireland, but 
when we think of his enemies, of those who 
thwarted him at every opportuni ty , who 
ceased not to revile him while alive and paused 
not in their calumnies even when he had 
passed beyond the grave, we are too apt to for-
get that the most virulent and unforgiving of 
those enemies were not the ^ ^ H I ^ H H H 
emissaries of the British 
Crown, but the men from 
whose lips the cant of patrio-
tism was never absent, the 
leaders in Church and poli-
tics of the people whose 
emancipation Wolfe Tone 
had laboured to secure - and 
met death in the effort to for-
ward. Yet it is a lesson we 
need to remember, fraught as 
it is with meaning, in the 
task before the Irish democ-
racy to-day. i ^ ^ ^ B a i ^ H B 

There are few passages in the life of Tone 
more pregnant with interest to the attentive 
reader than that which chronicles the negotia-
tions between himself and the great Whig 
Party of which Grattan was such a shining 
light. The attempt of the Whig aristocracy to 
cajole and bribe the young and ardent democ-
rat into lending his intellect and powers to the 
service of their party, and the scornful refusal 
of the high-minded, but penniless, Tone to 
thus prostitute his genius in the cause of com-
promise and time-serving, points a moral the 
young men of Ireland might well lay to heart 
in deciding under which flag they will take 
their stand in the struggle to which we hence-
forth challenge friends and enemies. 

"I was a democrat from the commence-
ment," proudly declared our hero, and in the 
light of that announcement we at once per-
ceive why the wealthy classes of Ireland with 
scarce a dozen exceptions ranged themselves 
against him; why Grattan never by word or 
deed testified the slightest sympathy with the 
United Irishmen; why Daniel O'Connell took 
up arms to defend Dublin for the British 
Government against his own countrymen and 
rebel co-religionists; why the Catholic aristoc-
racy fought side by side with the Orange yeo-
manry; why the fiercest invectives of Lord 
Castlereagh or Beresford of the Riding School 
were but faint echoes of the maledictions 
heaped upon the revolutionists by the aristo-
cratic Catholic Bishops; why, in short , Wolfe 

Wolfe Tone 
was abreast of the 

revolutionary 
thought of his day, 

as are the Socialist 
Republicans of 

our day 

Tone and his comrades were overwhelmed by 
the treachery of their own countrymen more 
than by the force of the foreign enemy. 

He was crucified in life, now he is idolised 
in death, and the men who push forward most 
arrogantly to burn incense at the altar of his 
fame are drawn from the very class who, were 
he alive to-day, would hasten to repudiate him 
as a dangerous malcontent. False as they are to 
every one of the great principles to which our 
hero consecrated his life, they cannot hope to 
deceive the popular instinct, and their pres-
ence at the '98 commemorations will only 
bring into greater relief the depth to which 
they have sunk. Our Home Rule leaders will 
find that the glory of Wolfe Tone's memory 
will serve, not to cover, but to accentuate the 
darkness of their shame. 

Wolfe Tone was abreast of the revolutionary 
thought of his day, as are the Socialist 
Republicans of our day. He saw clearly, as we 
see, that a dominion as long rooted in any 
• • • • • country as British dominion 

in Ireland can only be dis-
lodged by a revolutionary 
impulse in line with the 
development of the entire 
epoch. Grasping this truth in 
all its fulness he broke with 
the so-called "practical" men 
of the time, and wherever he 
could get a hearing he, by 
voice and pen, inculcated the 
republican principles of the 
French Revolution and 
counselled his country-men 

• H H B H B H B to embark the national 
movement on the crest of that revolutionary 
wave. His Irish birth did not create 
his hatred of the British Constitution, but only 
intensified it. 

Like Mitchel, fifty years later, he held ideas 
on political and social order such as would 
have made him a rebel even had he been an 
Englishman. In this fact lay his strength and 
the secret of his enthusiasm. We who hold his 
principles cherish his memory all the more on 
that account, believing as we do that any 
movement which would successfully grapple 
with the problem of national freedom must 
draw its inspiration, not from the mouldering 
records of a buried past, but from the glowing 
hopes of the living present, the vast possibili-
ties of the mighty future. 

When the hour of the social revolution at 
length strikes and the revolutionary lava now 
pent up in the Socialist movement finally 
overflows and submerges the kings and classes 
who now rule and ruin the world, high up in 
the topmost niches of the temple a liberated 
human race will erect to the heroes and mar-
tyrs who have watered the tree of liberty with 
the blood of their body and the sweat of their 
intellect, side by side with the Washingtons, 
Kosciuszkos and Tells of other lands, a grate-
ful Irish people will carve the name of our pre-
cursor, Theobald Wolfe Tone, the man whose 
virtues we can only honour by imitation as the 
Socialist Republic will yet honour his princi-
ples by realisation. 

Theobald Wolfe Tone 
Irish Republicanism and Seperatism 
Professor Thomas Bartlett challenges those modern-day historians 
who have questioned the republican and separatist credentials of 
the United Irish leader Theobald Wolfe Tone and argues that the life 
and beliefs of the great United Irish leader must be seen within 
the context of the late 18th century rather than more recent times 

In his speech at his court martial in 
November 1798, Wolfe Tone averred, "From 
my earliest youth I have regarded the 
connexion between Ireland and Great 
Britain as the curse of the Irish nation; and 
felt convinced that whilst it lasted, this 

country could never be free nor happy." 
However, his assertion of a life-long commit-

ment to separatism has received short shrift 
from his biographers: Frank MacDermot's tart 
rebuttal of his claim - " the facts furnish all the 
comment that is necessary" - was later amplified 
by Tom Dunne, who cast Tone as an unanchored 
misfit, an 'outsider', who longed to find "an 
acceptable career, a meaningful role, some fulfil-
ment of the expectations natural to a member of 
the colonial elite", and who, through "alienation 
and despair" became a separatist and a revolu-
tionary. Marianne Elliott, too, claims that Tone's 
conversion to separatism was almost wholly a 
product of his American exile of 1795 and was 
thus not only comparatively late in the day, but 
represented "a case of necessity as much as 
choice", and was even "an accident of character 
as much as of timing". 

As with Tone's separatism, so too his republi-
can credentials have been called into question. 
Dunne points to Tone's enthusiasm for colonial 
enterprises in the South Seas, his unabashed 
admiration for French aggression, his loathing 
of the new American republic, even his 
fondness and sympathy for both George III of 
England and Louis XVI of France, and 
concludes that such attributes hardly seem in 
keeping with the common perception of true 
republican principles. 

Again, Elliott has noted Tone's lack of inter-
est in cultural matters - Irish music, history, 
language and literature apparently left him cold; 
while Dunne has commented on his patronising 
at t i tude towards Catholics in general, but 
towards especially 'Poor Pat', the prisoner of 
war, easily bought for a bottle of wine and a 
tumble with a fille de joie. Tone, remarks Dunne, 
may have turned his back on the Protestant 
Ascendancy, but he did not - could not? - reject 
the outlook of easy cultural superiority that was 
inseparable from it. 

Such provocative insights invite a further 
reflection on Tone's thought and achievements; 
it may be found on examination that his claim to 
novelty as well as consistency are rather stronger 
than either Elliott or Dunne maintain. 

At the outset, it is clear that Tone's republi-
canism must be firmly located in the 18th centu-
ry, and judged by the criteria of the time, rather 
than by the standards of later generations. But 
what did republicanism mean at that time? 
Republicanism espoused contrary views as to 
whether a republican form of government was 
suitable to a small country or to a large one; 
whether a republic would have a propensity for 
peace or for war; and contradictory viewpoints 
were voiced on the question of whether a repub-
lic should foster commerce or seek to restrain 
economic growth; and there was little agreement 
on such weighty matters as equality and repre-
sentation. Nor indeed was there a consensus on 
the question of whether a republic had to adopt 
a specific form of government. Provided the 
'common weal' was pursued, and 'common-
wealth' was for a long time the usual translation 

from the Latin res publico, there was much scope 
for discussion. Thus, in the 18th century a 
republic was by no means seen as being 
incompatible with monarchy. Machiavelli, the 
Renaissance philosopher, writing in the early 
16th century, was both Machiavelli, the 
republican and author of the Discourses, and also 
Machiavelli, the monarchist and author of The 
Prince, and the classic republican texts since 
his time had been equally ambivalent on this 
question. 

Republicanism since the 16th century, wrote 
J.G.A. Pocock, was "more a language than a 
programme" and the vocabulary was one of 
protest, of resistance to tyrants, combining a 
hatred of corruption with a quest for civic virtue. 
It was generally assumed that political virtue 
and civic virtue would be found most readily, 
though not exclusively, in a country whose 
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citizens had the predominant part in the election 
or selection of their magistrate, prince or king; 
and for this reason, republicans everywhere 
sought to give a preponderant role to the people. 
Wherever the people had little or no say, either 
because of despotism or corruption, republicans 
were generally found to be seeking a return to 
some golden age or, more often, advocating 
parliamentary reform. 

Moreover, there was universal recognition of 
the spirit which ought to infuse a republic. From 
Niccolo Machiavelli to Tom Paine and including 
such 17th and 18th century writers as Milton, 
Harrington, Montesquieu and Gibbon, republi-
can writers agreed that "public virtue is the only 
foundation of republics". This moral dimension 
to republicanism came before everything else: 
with it, the common good was promoted and lib-
erty protected; without it, chaos and corruption 
reigned. Republicanism therefore constituted a 
moral challenge to its adherents placing a heavy 
burden on them to live up to its promise. 

Where does Tone stand in this brief examina-
tion of 18th century republicanism? Tone never 
claimed to be an ideologue and, as Dunne and 
Elliott have noted, he was far from being a sys-
tematic thinker. 

Hubert Butler in his elegant essay on Tone, 
remarks that "what made Tone great was that he 

had no ideology". That said, there are good 
enough grounds for arguing that Tone had been, 
from an early date, a thorough-going republican; 
at any rate, he was as much a republican as those 
whose credentials in that respect have never 
been questioned. 

In the first instance, Tone's language was 
unmistakably republican, filled with notions of 
resistance to tyrants, opposition to hereditary 
aristocracies and replete with aspirations to end 
corruption and promote virtue. In these 
respects, we can see Tone's indebtedness to the 
commonwealthman or republican rhetoric asso-
ciated with such 18th century writers as William 
Molesworth, Francis Hutcheson and John 
Toland. Tone's faith in parliamentary reform -
"with a parliament thus reformed everything is 
easy; without it nothing can be done" - was 
wholly republican and recognisably within the 
republican tradition. 

His social conservatism - not as strong as is 
claimed - was equally in keeping with republi-
can thought as it had developed since the 
Renaissance. Nor does Tone's preference for 
'strong' government call into question his repub-
licanism. His remark that while there would be 
"just and reasonable liberty of the press... libels 
and calumnies" on the government would be 
severely published, was unexceptional, for libel 
laws - and sumptuary laws and price controls -
were part of the republican agenda at that time. 
Equally, Tone's admiration for the martial 
virtues, even to the extent of proposing a mili-
tary colony in the South Seas, should best be 
seen not as the negation of republicanism but (as 
Marianne Elliott reminds us) rather as evidence 
of "a continuing mesmerisation with the mili-
tary vigour of ancient (republican) Rome." 

Tone's republicanism was certainly eclectic; 
but this was because republicanism was itself 
eclectic at that time. Only when 20th century 
criteria of republicanism are applied to Tone is 
he found wanting. Viewed amongst his contem-
poraries, Tone is seen for what he was - a recog-
nisable 18th century republican. 

In a similar fashion, Tone's contribution to 
the modern separatist ideal - that Ireland could 
exist separate from Britain and independent of 
all other countries - may have been underesti-
mated. Certainly, separatism, in the sense of 
merely severing the links with Britain, had been 
tossed around in Irish political discourse for sev-
eral hundred years: but it had been very much a 
minority demand, typically voiced by religious 
exiles marooned on the continent. Rarely, if ever, 
until the late 18th century, was it envisaged that 
Ireland could go it alone. Separation from 
England was commonly seen as a necessary pre-
lude to connection with Spain or France. 
Admittedly, some English politicians were con-
vinced that they could hear the authentic sepa-
ratist note in the rhetoric of the Anglo-Irish 
opposition spokesmen of the early and mid 18th 
century. Why English observers should have 
considered separatism to be an element within 
Irish patriotism is something of a puzzle. It is 
possible that anxiety over the 'true' nature of the 
Anglo-Irish connection - was Ireland a colony, 
conquered province or sister kingdom? - played 
a part here, and so too surely, did the English 
view of the Anglo-Irish relationship as being 
identical to that between a mother and its child, 
win. Ireland being cast in the role of dependent 
child. Implicit in this child-colony/mother-
country relationship was the threat that the 
'child' would one day grow up and seek inde-
pendence and separation. 

Moreover, there were undoubtedly fears in 
the 1770s that the secession of the American 
colonies might prove contagious; and it was 
surely in recognition of this threat that, from the 
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1770s on, there emerged a distinct constituency 
in English politics which saw a legislative union, 
on financial, political and strategic grounds, as 
the ultimate solution to the problem of Anglo-
Irish relations. Unionism fed on the fear of 
separation; and that fear, already heightened by 
the winning of the 'Constitution of 1782', which 
conceded a quasi independence to the Irish 
parliament, was further fuelled by the failure in 
the 1780s to repair that dangerously flawed 'final 
settlement'. 

But unionism also bred separatism, for the 
more talk there was of union, and the more that 
option was couched in the black or white, either 
or, terms of 'union or separation', then the more 
the idea of separation came to be discussed. 

Where does Tone stand in the separatist tra-
dition? Clearly he did not invent the idea: sepa-
ratism was, if not implicit, then concealed some-
where in the colonial nationalism espoused in 
Ireland in the 18th century. 

In any case, after the secession of the 
American colonies, separatism as a political con-
cept was in the air. Nor need we accept Tone's 
claim made in France in 17% that he had been a 
separatist f r j m his earliest days. That said, there 
was a separatist note to his writings, a separatist 
logic to his actions and a willingness to embrace 
the separatist option that together marked Tone 

Tone 
War! 

out as the first Irish separatist. 
Some years after its publication, 

claimed that in his pamphlet Spanish 
(1790) he had "advanced the question of 
separatism with scarcely any reserve", 
though in fact overtly separatist senti-
ments were well concealed in this 
tract. Tone's demand for a national flag, 
navy and army could have been accom-
modated within the existing Anglo-
Irish relationship. On the other 
hand, such appendages 
were the usual ones 
for fully sovereign 
states and it is 
clear that Tone 
was in effect, 
at tempting to 
move the issue of 
national independence onto the 
agenda of Irish politics. But he moved 
very cautiously. In his Argument on 
behalf of the Catholics of Ireland 

(1791), he started to answer those 
who claimed that "Ireland is unable to 
exist as an independent state", but 
then apparently, he decided that it 
was not yet time to broach that subject. 
He confined his views to private letters 
such as that he wrote to his great friend 
Thomas Russell. In July 1791, in which 
Jie declared that as "for separation... I give 
it to you and your friends as my most 
decided opinion that such an event would 
be the regeneration to this country", but 
at the same time he admitted that "that 
opinion is for the present too hardy". 

This letter was used by the Earl of 
Clare, Lord Chancellor of Ireland, to 
denounce all United Irishmen as out-
and-out separatists. 

Tone's outraged denial in the 
Freeman's Journal that he was in fact a sep-
aratist was hedged with so many condi-
tions as to be quite unconvincing. "I for 
one do not wish to break the connection", 
he noted piously, "provided it can be, as I 
am sure it can, preserved consistently with 
the honour, the interests and the happiness 
of Ireland. If I were, on the other hand, sat-
isfied that it :ould not be so preserved, 
I would hold it a sacred duty to endeavour 
by all possible means to break it." 

Even at this stage, Tone surely knew that 
the interests of Ireland would receive short 
shrift from England during the war with 
Revolutionary France; that after 1793 the only 
alternative, as Clare never tired of declaring, 
was union or separation, not union or reform. 
Reform to Dublin Castle was merely another 
word for separation. 

It was Tone's realisation that such was 
the case, that the republicanism which he 
sought could only be achieved through 
breaking the link, that drove him along the 
road to separation. 

So long as the connection with England 
remained, Tone believed that his republican 
ideals could not be realised. It was, in the end, he 
believed, English connection, not Irish division, 
that thwarted the achievment of republicanism: 
and the English connection had. therefore, to go. 

Thomas Bartlett is Professor of Modern Irish 
History at the NUI, University College Dublin 





both anniversary items 
The Connolly Association has produced a number of commemorative 

items to mark the organisation's 60th anniversary 

This spectacular limited edition ('100 only) four-colour enamel badge 
is supplied in a presentation box and is accompanied by a short 

printed history of the Association. Guaranteed to become a collectors' item. 
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Eddie Mulligan reviews 
A Flame Now Quenched: rebels and 
Frenchmen in Leitrim 1793-1798 by 
Liam Kelly, Lilhput Press, £9.99 pbk 

This is an account of the conditions 
that prevailed in County Leitrim dur-
ing the 1790s. The author uses local 
and national archive material to give a 
stark but highly readable account of 
government brutality and terror used 
to subdue the people, who were in an 
almost continual state of insurrection. 

He explains how, following the for-
mation of the Orange Order in 1795 in 
Armagh, the Catholics there were 
forced to flee their homes because of 
the sectarian violence. Many ended up 
in Leitrim. These people brought with 
them ideas engendered by the United 
Irishmen and helped to inspire the 
local Defenders with their organisa-
tional ability. 

This is also the remarkable story of 
General Humbert who landed in the 
Bay of Killala on 22 August 1798. His 
force of less than 1,000 men was joined 
by groups of Irish rebels. The rebels 
never numbered more than 1,000 men 
and most of them had no military 
experience. Incredibly, they captured 
the town of Castlebar and for the next 
three weeks gave the vastly more 
numerous and experienced forces of 
the crown under Generals Cornwallis 
and Lake a very bad time indeed. 

The reinforcements General 
Humber t expected never arrived, 
adding to his disappointment at the 
number and quality of the Irish rebel 
forces awaiting him. Nevertheless, this 
is a remarkable tale. The English had 
over 100,000 troops in Ireland at the 
time but were panicked by the exploits 
of Humbert 's small force who were 
eventually defeated at Ballinamuck on 
8 September 1798. 

Like many studies of the rebellion 
it shows how ill-luck and weather con-
ditions conspired to defeat the rebels. 
Leitrim had been ready for the upris-
ing three years earlier. By the time 
General Humbert arrived the moment 
had passed. 

Ruairi O Domhnaill reviews 
Citizen Lord: Edward Fitzgerald, 
1763-1798 by Stella TiUyard, 
Vintage, £7.99 pbk 

Doherty and Hickey's Chronology of 
Irish History allows one short entry 
each to Lord Edward FitzGerald and 
to Barry Fitzgerald. Based on this 
book that is about right - both con-
tributed little to the Irish - if you 
ignore Lord Edward's incompetence. 
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"Eddy" was a mother's boy whose 
contributions to the Irish amounted to 
walking the streets, talking to the hoi 
polloi, burning turf, drinking whiskey 
and wearing a green tie. He did not 
join the United Irishmen until 1796, 
which was probably just as well, as he 
brought chaos to the cause. 

The author maintains that "he gave 
the whole movement a glamour and 
an instant pedigree of centuries of 
Geraldine resistance", and his natty 
design in ci aauder-in-uniforms. 
This Geraldine resistance enabled his 
family to keep "their' lands, and his 
father to become the First Duke of 
Leinster. 

Like his fellow 'Irish' soldier 
Wesley, alias Wellesley, alias 
Wellington, he attended a French mil-
itary academy and the brothels of 
many nations, where Eddy duly con-
tracted VD. At fourteen, mama bought 
him a lieutenancy in the British Army, 
but she would noi allow him to leave 
home. 

Initially he had a "cushy number" 
in his cousin's Sussex Militia. He was 
wounded in the American War of 
Independence and at 19 promoted to 
major. He became and remained a 
frustrated military genius. 

This book has few claims to its his-
toriographical trappings. In it, the 
Gaeil are semi-savage, lord-lovers, 
waiting to be led by the "aristocracy". 
They provided 30,000 for cannon fod-

der in 1798, and their fortitude at 
Wexford, Killala and Castlebar is not 
worth a mention. Tillyard's creden-
tials as a historian are tainted by her 
remark that William of Orange 
"defeated Catholicism on Irish soil". 
The Holy Father backed Billy! 
Without his title, connections and 
income from his tenants, would any-
one have taken Edward FitzGerald 
seriously? 

David Granville reviews 
The Rebellion In Wicklow, 1798 
by Ruan O'Donnell, 
Irish Academic Press, £17.95 pbk 

For those readers of the Irish Democrat 
with access to the Irish Times, the name 
Ruan O'Donnell will already be famil-
iar, this young progressive historian 
having contributed a regular 1798 
diary to the paper throughout this 
bicentenary year. 

In focusing his attentions on 
Wicklow Ruan O'Donnel l has not 
only provided us with the first com-
prehensive study of the background 
and course of the United Irish rebel-
lion in this part of Ireland, but in 
unearthing and piecing together a ver-
itable mountain of fascinating detail 
he has written a book which makes 
compelling reading for both the expert 
and the more general reader alike. 

It is remarkable, indeed perplexing, 
that O'Donnell's is the first detailed 
study of the rebellion in this area, 
especially, as he points out in his intro-
duction, as it played a pivotal strategic 
role in the rebellion and "was one of 
the most consistently and violently 
disturbed counties". 

One explanation for this lack of 
previous attention appears to be that 
the county largely escaped the bitter 
debates about the character of the 
rebellion as "loyalists found it difficult 
to sustain their allegations of republi-
can sectarianism in a county in which 
the most militant rebel commander 
was a Protestant and there was much 
less need for a comprehensive refuta-
tion". The book explores the social, 
economic and political background to 
the rebellion in Wicklow in detail, 
pointing to the significance of coun-
ty's untypically large loyalist commu-
nity in which Orangeism gained a 
early foothold. 

The seriousness of the threat posed 
by the United Irishmen in Wicklow is 
evidenced by the county being one of 
the first to be put under martial law 
outside of Ulster. Despite the repres-
sion which followed the United 
Irishmen were able to claim a force of 
14,000 on the eve of the rebellion, join-
ing in the fighting from the first. 
Indeed, co-ordinated resistance in 
Wicklow was to last through to 1803, 
longer than anywhere else in Ireland. 
The fact that "no county sent more of 
its inhabitants to the penal colonies of 
New South Wales in the aftermath of 
1798" again points to the strength of 
the conspiracy in this part of Ireland. 

Drawing extensively on previously 
ignored and under used pr imary 
sources, including the Rebellion 
Papers in the Irish National Archives 
and various estate documents, letters 
and personal records, British Army 
and Irish Militia material, O'Donnell 
has provided us with the best available 
picture of the rebellion in this part of 
Ireland. A magnificent contribution to 
the historiography of the '98 rebellion 
it must surely be seen as the starting 
point of all serious future studies. 

6t THI MUM ION Of 1 7 98 

1798 on CD Rom 
Fellowship of Freedom: the United 
Irishmen & the rebellion of 1798 
(Braithreachas na Saoirse: Na 
hEireannaigh Aontaithe agus Ein 
Amach 1798), CD ROM, National 
Library of Ireland (PC and Mac) 

The National Library of Ireland is to 
be highly commended for combining 
the knowledge of historian Kevin 
Whelan with the latest interactive CD 
ROM technology in the production of 
a highly informative and visually 
attractive overview of the United Irish 
rebellion of 1798. 

Easy to install and navigate, even 
for the computer novice, the user is 
able to explore the causes, context, 
military campaigns and main charac-
ters of the rebellion with the aid docu-
ments, objects and images from the 
National Library, National Museum 
and National Gallery of Ireland. 

Four commemorative paintings 
lead the user into sections exploring 
the development and role of the 
Volunteer movement, the trial of 
William Orr and the disaffection of 
the Ulster Presbyterians, the five main 
military campaigns and biographical 
details of 23 of the leading United 
Irishmen. Further information is 
available from within each of the four 
main subject fields. Good history, 
good politics and good fun. 
Copies available from the National 
Gallery of Ireland, Kildare Street, Dublin 
and the Four provinces Bookshop, 244 
Grays Inn Road, London WC1X 8JR -
tel. 0171 833 3022 for full details of cost 
and postage charge. 

1798 on video 
Rebellion: a television history of 1798, 
RTE Commercial Enterprises, 
2 hours 30 minutes, £19.50 

For those of us who don't have regular 
access to Irish television, RTE's 
release of Rebellion, their highly 
acclaimed three-part documentary on 
the 1798 revolt, broadcast earlier this 
year, is cause for celebration. 

Produced by Kevin Dawson and 
presented by Cathal O'Shannon, the 
programmes draw on the expertise of 
some of Ireland's most prominent '98 
historians, including Thomas Bartlett, 
Kevin Whelan, Daniel Gahan. A.T.Q. 
Stewart, Mariannp Elliot, Daire 
Keogh and Hugh Gough. 

One minor complaint is the 
somewhat negative note on which 
the documentary finishes. Daniel 
Gahan's highly personalised state-
ment in the final seconds of the 
programme, in which he suggests 

that the rebellion was 'a tragedy' 
which he wished had never happened, 
sits uncomfortably alongside the mea-
sured analytical approach of the rest of 
the documentary. 

In an age of the facile game show 
and the increasing Americanisation 
of television in both Ireland and 
Britain, RTE's Rebellion is living 
proof that there's life yet in high-
quality public-service broadcasting 
Rebellion is a programme which 
informs, educates and entertains, 
which challenges rather than insults 
the viewer's intelligence. 
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Rejection of Tialfway house' in 
imperialist heartlands 
It gave me no pleasure to see English 
football fans waving the St George's 
Cross during the World Cup. Why? 
Because English national sentiment is 
far removed from the struggle for 
social progress. The Democrat editorial 
was accurate. English nationalism 
must be properly understood if the 
efforts of the left are to succeed. 

It is surely a mistake to transfer 
solutions willy-nilly from one set of 
circumstances to another. Earlier this 
century national liberation struggles 
offered Enormous scope for progres-
sive politics, which was taken up with 
gusto by the leaders of the day, includ-
ing Connolly. After the last war there 
were some resounding victories, eg 
China, Czechoslovakia, Vietnam, 
Cuba. National liberation gave these 
struggles a focus for progressive 
advance. 

However in the heartlands of impe-
rialism, eg Britain, France and 
Germany, the nature of the struggle for 
progress is quite different. There is no 
halfway house centred on nation-
building, as the capitalists have 
already built the nation-state and used 
it to exploit the world and secure their 
positions. The enrichment of the few 
and the buying off of some of the 
many are each entrenched to an extra-
ordinary degree not generally found in 
nationally oppressed countries, who 
lack the wherewithal to do it. 

This, as I see it, is the fundamental 
reason why English nationalism is 
inevitably chauvinistic and devoid of 
scope for progressive politics. In 
today's social conditions it could 
quickly bring together a wide coalition 
for doubtful purposes: the disaffected 
gentry and upper middle class, a wide 
span of comfortable middle England, 
and the most narrow minded of the 
exploited workers (employed or other-
wise), plus small traders and manufac-
turers. 

Such a nationalist consensus would 
inevitably be harnessed by big busi-
ness for the maintenance of class priv-
ilege rather than for the reshaping of 
society along fairer lines. Fascism is 
always an option for the ruling class, 
but straightforward 'national!, rule 
with a stunted democracy is a much 
better choice for them. ^ 

The workers in the imperialist 
countries do not have the opportunity 
of casting their demands in nationalist 
colours. Theirs is a struggle not for lib-
eration from an external power, but for 
the removal of that power from with-
in. Socialist methods are required, 
appropriate to the actual circum-
stances of the working class of each 
country. 

So far the task has been beyond us. 
In no western country has the working 
Class settled accounts with their 
exploiters, even with the example of 
the Russian Revolution to inspire 
them. 

Nevertheless, the struggle contin-
ues, and in an economy more glob-
alised than ever, but still riven with 
deep fractures. Maximum and wide-
spread unity is the pre-requisite, to put 
pressure on the fault lines in the power 
structures that keep us in place. 
Whether we are ruled from London or 
Brussels, links of all kinds between 
workers across national boundaries 
are an absolute must. Both the Timex 
workers in Dundee and the Liverpool 
dockers have shown the way. More 
international initiatives could be 
developed. Perhaps the common 
points in left-wing programmes in the 
developed countries need to be identi-
fied and used to combine their 
demands, so far as this is appropriate. 

Promoting an English national dis-
tinctiveness would only obstruct such 
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and a number have had to be held over until the new year 
efforts. Moreover, in France and 
Germany the nationalists are hardly 
allies of the left. 

Ireland may have been one of the 
first exploited colonies to revolt, but it 
has yet to re-unite and complete the 
bourgeois-democratic revolution. 
England reached this point around 
1928 with the achievement of votes for 
women at 21. Since then our tasks 
have lain beyond those of nation-
building. 

What applies in Ireland does not 
always transfer well to England. The 
Irish know that the reverse is certainly 
true. 

Peter Latham, Sheffield 

The intertwined struggles of 
nationalism and socialism 
Just before James Connolly laid down 
his life in the Easter uprising in the 
name of Irish nationalism and the cre-
ation of an Irish republic he wrote: 
"We believe that whatever elevates the 
working class strengthens the nation... 
the most perfect world is that in which 
the separate existence of nations is 
held most sacred." (James Connolly, 
February 1916) 

Nowhere did he write "except, of 
course, for the English." 

T h e vexed national question 
appears wherever people are in strug-
gle and Connolly's declaration was a 
general principle to guide those strug-
gles. To suggest that English national-
ism is "thoroughly reactionary" (ID 
editorial July-August) is to confuse 
British imperialism with English aspi-
rations for independence and democ-
racy. 

This particular debate within the 
pages of the Irish Democrat began dur-
ing the World Cup, when the existence 
of nations was plain for all to see, and 
.the Cross of St George was flown in 
support of English victory - not the 
Union Flag which in itself is signifi-
cant. Throughout English history pro-
gressive forces have rallied to the flag 
of St George as far back as Wat Tyler's 
peasants revolt. 

D u r i n g competitions like the 
World Cup displays of chauvinism and 
racism should, of course, be rejected 
and condemned, however the over-
whelming majority of football fans 
managed to enjoy the action alongside 
each other without any pogroms tak-
ing place. Chauvinism and national 
pride are not the same thing. 

What did another great revolution-
ary, Lenin, have to say about national 
pride in Tsarist Russia? "Are we 
enlightened Great-Russian proletari-
ans impervious to feeling of national 
pride? Certainly not! We love our lan-
guage and our motherland; we, more 
than any other group, are working to 
raise its labouring masses (ie nine-
tenths of its population) to the level of 
intelligent democrats and socialists... 
We are filled with national pride 
because of the knowledge that the 
Great Russian nation, too, has 
created a revolutionary class." (Lenin 

Collected Works, Vol. XVIII, pp. 100) 
T h e struggle for national indepen-

dence and socialism in any country are 
intertwined simply because one can-
not exist without the other - you can 
not build socialism until you have won 
a country to build it in. 

With the recognition of English 
nationalism comes the recognition of 
basic tenets of internationalism such 
as the fact that Ireland should be free 
and independent , of Welsh and 
Scottish rights and the threat to 
democracy which the European 
Union represents. Opposing the EU 
and a creation of a dictatorial super-
state run in the interests of monopoly 
capital with one economic policy, one 
nuclear-equipped euro army and one 
foreign policy requires the develop-
ment and presentation of alternative 
strategies. 

Locked within EU membership 
means that 90 per cent of laws will be 
imposed by unelected eurocrats in 
Brussels and any accommodation of 
this situation would mean that nations 
are left squabbling over the 10 per cent 
laws left to elected parliaments that 
have been reduced to powerless, rate 
capped local authorities. 

T h e only alternative must be to 
retrieve the right to self determination 
to all nation (or multi-national) states 
to decide their own affairs which 
would require some form of national 
unity against corporate dictatorship. 

As Desmond Greaves once wrote 
"national independence is one of the 
most important forms of democracy" 
which allows "nations to develop 
without external interference but in 
growing mutual collaboration." To 
dismiss English nationalism is to dis-
miss the long history of English social-
ism. 

Brian Denny, London 

Progressive minority tradition 
Of course the word nationalism is 
ambiguous. Hitler was a nationalist, 
but so was Gandhi. Eamon de Valera 
and Michael Collins were nationalists, 
as were Churchill and Lloyd George. 
Nationalism clearly refers to quite dif-
ferent phenomena - imperialism and 
chauvinism on the one hand, patrio-
tism and the assertion of the democra-
tic right to national self-determination 
on the other. People should make clear 
which sense they have in mind when 
they use the word. 

Perhaps this is one of the reasons 
for confusion when people in Britain 
talk of English nationalism. T h e 
English are one of the oldest nations, 
having been in existence a thousand 
years ago. England is one of the oldest 
nation states, having had some form of 
central government since the days of 
William the Conqueror. Historically, 
since the reigns of Henry and 
Elizabeth Tudor the predominant 
strand of English nationalism has 
been imperialism. 

England swallowed up Wales in 
1536, took over Scotland with the 1707 

Lack of space has made it impossible to print all of the special contributions 
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Act of Union, named the new State 
Britain, and then went on to subjugate 
a large part of the world, calling it the 
British Empi re rather than what 
would have been more accurate, the 
English Empire. 

Now that the Empire is gone and 
the bonds tying the British State 
together are weakening before our 
eyes, the rise of a new and potentially 
progressive form of English national-
ism is inevitable. With Ireland, 
Scotland and Wales gone, or in the 
process of going, and the British state 
itself in flux, the English are starting 
the painful task of rediscovering who 
they really are - rediscovering their 
nationality in other words, which has 
for so long been subsumed within the 
artificial and essentially imperialist 
concept of'Britishness'. 

The fact that Brussels takes most of 
the economic decisions these days, 
and not the representatives English 
voters elect to parliament, is bringing 
home to English people the drawbacks 
of being ruled by foreigners. Nothing 
is better calculated to rouse a sense of 
national cohesion and solidarity with-
in a people than the experience of for-
eign rule, even if takes them time to 
learn. 

James Connolly's teaching that the 
labour movement and the left should 
identify with national democracy and 
take up the cause of national indepen-
dence whenever that is threatened, 
seems as relevant to this situation as to 
many others . The English labour 
movement needs to take the lead in 
campaigning to free England from 
rule by Brussels, and k>y the Frankfurt 
central bankers in chuge>of the Euro-
currency. Tha t is the only realistic 
way to establish a permanent labour 
hegemony in England. If labour does 
not do it, one can be sure the centre-
right and far-right will make the 
attempt. T h i s is English nationalism, 
but it is also progressive politics. 
Condescendingly sneering at football 
fans waving the St.George's flag is just 
a cop out. 

There is a progressive, even il 
minority, tradition of English nation-
alism which democrats, the left and 
the labour movement can latch onto 
and develop. It is expressed in the 
words and deeds of such English 
nationalists as the Levellers - who 
opposed Cromwell's intervention in 
Ireland - in such writers as William 
Blake, who saw his New Jerusalem 
being built in 'England's green and 
pleasant land', in Shelley, in Wilfrid 
Scawen Blunt, William Morris and 
many others down to our own day who 
opposed British imperialism in the 
name of the democratic values and 
best interests of the English people. 

I suggest that that is the English 
nationalism we should legitimately 
support and identify with. If we do 
not, we can be assured that it is com-
ing anyway and that it will be others, 
not we, who will articulate it; for it is 
assuredly the wave of the future 
throughout the land of England. 

John Murphy, Newcastle. 

Author responds to 'Lagan' review 
May I pass on through your columns 
the following points on the book 
Lagan Enclave: a history of conflict in 
the Short Strand, 1886-1997, which 
was reviewed recently by Eddie 
Mulligan in the Irish Democrat 
[July/August 1998], 

The main purpose of the book was 
to highlight the role and contribution 
of the Short Strand in both recent and 
past conflict in the north of Ireland. 
There are many perceptions that 
nationalist Belfast begins and ends 
with the west of the city, although 
there is no denying that west Belfast is 
the 'hub' of nationalism in the city. 

The book was important from the 
point of view that it contained an 
insight into the forgotten and bloody 
period of 1920-22, often overlooked by 
historians who mainly concentrate 
their efforts on what was happening in 
the South. 

It was designed to provide an easy, 
yet clear insight into the conflict that 
t l • six counties has had to endure. It 
was a self-funded project and therefore 
restricted in space and design. Despite 
this it has proved to be a best seller at 
Waterstone's Belfast store for three 
months. It is also the basis for a follow 
up on the thirties /forties period in 
Belfast and, in itself, provides a 
collectable one-off piece of Belfast's 
troubled history. 

T h e book is available from 
Connolly bookshop, East Essex Street, 
Dublin and other Irish specialists. 

John Quinn, Belfast 
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Loyalism as media 
victim B B 
Granville Williams reviews 
Ulster Loyalism and the British Media 
by Alan F. Parkinson 
Four Courts Press, £14.95 pbk 

l o r those of us who spent years 
analysing media coverage of Northern 
Ireland and campaigning against the 
Broadcasting Ban, this is a difficult 
book to get an angle on. It was written 
before the break-out of peace in 
Nor thern Ireland, and the fracturing 
of loyalist support for and against the 
Good Friday agreement. 

Its thesis is that the hostile reaction 
of mainland public opinion, and the 
'increasing political marginalisation of 
loyalism in Great Britain' emanates 
f rom both unionist politicians and the 
media . The nat ional media have 
transmitted and reinforced existing 
misconceptions about loyalism to the 
British viewing and reading public. 

Well, up to a point. We have to 
remember that before the challenges 
to the Orange state through the civil 
r ights marches of the late 1960s, a 
different story could be told of control 
of the Northern Ireland media, and 
the exclusion of programmes critical 
of a regime which inst i tut ional-
ised discrimination against Catholic 
communities. 

However the book, which is essen-
tially two distinct sections - the first 
part exploring the nature of loyalism 
and its political propaganda, the sec-
ond media representations of loyalism 
- contains a good deal of interesting 
material and is an important correc-
tive to some of the more simplistic 
stereotypes of loyalism. 

And of course it is easy to identify 
how the media image of 'bigots in 
bowler hats' is sustained in the U K 
media. Interviews with the ranting Ian 

A military gloss 
Emile Jones reviews 
The Irish War: the military history o f 
a domestic conflict by Tony Geraghty, 
Harper Collins, £19.99, hbk 

Part military history, part general his-
tory, part autobiography, Tony 
Geraghty's The Irish War, which takes 
as it main theme the military aspects 
of the conflict between republicans 
and the British state since the late 
1960s, is evidently a book facing some-
thing of an identity crisis. 

Not so the author who makes it 
clear as to where his real sympathies 
lie. An Irishman who has succeeded 
in combining careers in soldiery, 
lournalism, and the writ ing of military 
history, Geraghty finds it nigh on 
impossible to keep his obvious alle-
giances tucked away under his fading 

Ulster 
Loyalism 

- " " B r i t i s h 
Media 

Paisley, shots of the Orange lodges 
marching with banners, bowler hats 
and sashes against the backcloth of 
violent protest as they assert the right 
to march in Drumcree - these are all 
powerful reinforcers of the negative 
image of loyalism as intransigent , 
intolerant and a blocker of progress. 

I do dispute one of the book's asser-
tions that the media's selectivity over 
investigative programmes mitigated 
against loyalists. The broadcasting of 
stories about media censorship, mis-
carriages of justice or the use of plastic 
bullets meant that unionist concerns 
were by-passed in the media , the 
author argues. The record on this is 
clear. Journalists working on such sto-
ries had to fight long and hard, often 
against political and other pressures, 
to work on these programmes and to 
get them aired. These were stories 
which warranted investigation. The 
author doesn't convincingly explain 
which stories with a pro-unionis t 
stance didn't get aired. 

Granville Williams edits Free Press, the 
monthly newsletter of the Campaign for 
Press and Broadcasting Freedom. 

British Paratrooper 's regimental beret. 
This would not be so bad - there's 

no such th ing as value-free history 
after all - if the author had added con-
siderably to our understanding of the 
military aspects of the conflict. Yet, 
despite his extensive contacts, and a 
few interesting and colourful flourish-
es - including details of the IRA's 
resourcefulness in developing some of 
their own military hardware - the 
book contains little which cannot be 
found elsewhere. One notable excep-
tion is the author 's reference to Mrs 
Thatcher 's personal authorisation of 
'lethal force' by the SAS dur ing the 
ambush of an IRA attack on 
Loughgall RUC barracks in 1897. In 
addition to the eight IRA men mown 
down by the SAS, two civilians were 
also shot by British soldiers, one of 
whom died. 

However, the au thor ' s most 
insightful observations relate to the 
emergence of a "security-coalit ion 
machine" and the extreme lengths 
that the British state has been pre-
pared to go to in its attempt to contain, 
the IRA. T h e 'intelligence orchestra', 
Geraghty in forms us, ranges from 
MIS, MI6, GCHQ, the National 
Criminal Intelligence Service, special-
ist military units, including the SAS 
and various wings of the Intelligence 
Corps, through to key elements of the 
RAF and the RUC Special Branch. 
Nothing new here. 

Operating in the absence of even 
the most basic of democratic norms he 
is nonetheless correct to point out the 
potential threat to civil liberties 
throughout Britain should the system 
be exported across the Irish Sea. This 

Book Reviews 

A really good war! 
Ruan 6 Domhnaill reviews 
The L o s t Years: The Emergency in 
Ireland 1939-45 by Tony Gray, 
Warner, £6.99, pbk 

Robert Fisk's In Time of War (see Irish 
Democrat August/September 1997) is a 
history of the Emergency; this is a 
ragbag, of little perception, doubtful 
asides, disparaging remarks and literal 
translations (always good for a puerile 
joke!), and questionable research. 

For example, Gray refers to "such 
pr imi t ive farm machinery as the Irish 
had learned to use", and to the 
P idd l ing Panzers of the Irish Army. 
Correlli Barnett's The Audit of War, 
and Norman Dixon's On the Psychology 
of Military Incompetence, describe 
Bri t ish defences at the time. Had Gray 
read either, and had he wished to be 
even-handed, he might have portrayed 
a m o r e balanced image of Irish 
defence efforts. 

We are informed that nobody "in 
I re land was too comfor table when 
Wil l iam Joyce [Lord Haw-Haw] was 
a r r e s t e d . . . " Why? Joyce 's actions 
s tank; so did Churchill 's. Joyce was an 
Amer ican citizen, who, as AJP Taylor 
wrote in his English History 1914-45, 
was "technically... hanged for making 
a false statement when applying (for a 
Bri t ish passport), the usual penalty for 
wh ich is a small fine". Wade and 
Ph i l l ips (Constitutional Law, 1960), 
and Smi th and Hogan (Criminal Law, 
1965) concurred. T h e case set a bind-
ing precedent for English courts. 

Gray hedges his bets in offering his 
greatest insult. He asserts, on hearsay, 
that the Republic was declared in 1949 
because "Irishman", Field Marshal 
Lord Alexander, "did not speak a word 
to U o h n ) Costello at a dinner for 
British Commonwealth lawyers." 

T h e author seems to be an Anglo-
Ir ish anglophile, whose dedication 
would not quite stretch to surrender-
ing a comfortable life in Ireland to 
serve his King and Count ry? 

is not just imaginings of the British 
left, Geraghty suggests, bu t a "plausi-
ble nightmare scenario" going on to 
chillingly conclude: "...it remains a 
creature far more dangerous than any-
thing to emerge from the monster-rich 
culture of Irish mythology and, like 
nuclear weaponry, it cannot be unin-
vented". Indeed so. A n d by the way, 
who's watching you tonight? 

Rebellion lectures 
Declan O'Brien reviews 
The G r e a t Irish Rebellion o f 1798, 
Cathal Poirteir (ed.), Mercier Press 
(in association with RTE), £8.99 pbk 

T h e thirteen essays in this excellent 
volume were commissioned by RTE, 
as a contribution to seeking out new 
insights into the events, personalities 
and background to the United Irish 
rebellion of 1798. 

Subjects tackled by the historians, 
some of whom are more well known 
than others, cover a great deal of 
ground, ranging f rom the situation in 
Ireland prior to 1798 (David Dickson), 
the rebellion in A n t r i m and Down 
(A.T.Q. Stewart), and Wolfe Tone and 
republicanism ( M a r i a n n e Elliot), 
through to the women of 1798 (Mary 
Cullen), the Wexford Republic (Brian 
Cleary) and Dublin's role in the rebel-
lion (Tommy Graham). 

Othe r contributors include Kevin 
W h e l a n , Breandan M a c Suibhne, 
Ha rman Murtagh, T h o m a s Bartlett, 
Dai re Keogh, Tom M u n n e l l y and 
Hugh Gough. Although some of the 
essays have been publ i shed elsewhere, 
many are originals - all wor th reading. 

A sideways glance 
Eddie Mulligan reviews 
Landscapes With Figures: people, 
culture and a r t in Ireland and t h e 
modern world by Liam De Paor, 
Four Courts Press, £17.50 pbk 

More than twenty-five years ago I was 
inspired by Liam De Paor's book The 
Great Fraud of Ulster. It told how Sir 
Arthur Chichester who was Governor 
General f rom 1603, stole the land 
surrounding Lough Neagh and wi th it 

the fishing rights to the Lough and 
the upper and lower Bann. 

Having just read this collection of 
essays and lectures I am reminded of 
what a huge intellect the man pos-
sessed. There are 33 essays of varying 
lengths. Some have been published in 
the Irish Times and other papers and 
magazines, some have not been seen in 
print before. 

They cover a wide range of topics 
about the modern world inside and 
outside Ireland from the perspective of 
an Ir ishman. The first essay deals with 
the relationship between Ireland and 
the British Empire and is brilliantly 
simple in the way it describes world 
events dur ing the reign of Henry VII 
and how they shaped the way England 
dealt with Ireland. 

H e wri tes about t he lives of 
Theobald Wolfe Tone and Tom Moore 
and Irish mythology and how they 
impacted upon modern Ireland. He 
deals with subjects f rom the bigoted 
ran tings of Ian Paisley to the poetry of 
Seamus Heaney and W.B.Yeats and the 
phi losophy of Kierkegaard and 
Witigenstein. 

Th i s is a beautifully writ ten book 
which can dipped into at any point. 
Sometimes controversial but always 
s t imula t ion and en te r ta in ing , De 
Paor's passing is a sad loss to us all. 

foim provinces 
iRish Bookshop 

244 Gray's Inn Road, London WC1X 8JR 
Tel. 0171 833 3022 

For: books, seasonal cards, mugs, badges, Irish language 
materials, music tapes, C D s and 'Beautiful Ireland' calendars 

A seasonal book selection: 

Dis/Agreeing Ireland: contexts, obstacles, hopes, 
James Anderson and James Goodman (Pluto) £14.99 

Rebellion: a television h i s t o r y Of 1798, Thomas Bartlett, Kevin Dawson 
and Daire Keogh (Gill and Macmillan) £12.99 

The Rebellion in Wicklow 1798, 
Ruan O'Donnell (Irish Academic Press) £17.95 

1798: 200 Years of Resonance, Mary Cullen (ed) (Irish Reporter) £7.95 

The Making of Ireland: f r o m ancient times t o the p r e s e n t , 

James Lydon (Routledge) £14.99 

Hard Time: Armagh Gaol 1971-1986, Raymond Murray (Mercier ) £7.99. 

Hitler's Irish Voices: the s t o r y of German Radio's wartime Irish service, 
David O'Donoghue (Beyond the Pale) £7.95 

Inside the Celtic Tiger: t h e Irish Economy and the Asian model, 
Denis O'Hearn (Pluto) £12.99 

The Life of Theobald Wolfe Tone: memoirs, Journals and political 
writings, Thomas Bartlett (ed.) (Lilliput) £20.00 

Fellowship of Freedom: the United Irishmen and 1798, 
Kevin Whelan (Cork University Press) £14.95 

The Women of 1798, 
Daire Keogh & Nicholas Furlong (eds.) (Four Courfs) £9.95 

Michael Collins and the making o f the Irish s t a t e , 
Gabriel Doherty and Dermot Keogh (eds.) (Mercier) £9.99 

The Wllllamlte War In Ireland 1688-1691, 
Richard Doherty (Four Courts) £14. 95 

Drawing Conclusions: a c a r t o o n history o f Anglo-Irish relations 1798-
1998, Roy Douglas, Liam Harte and Jim O'Hara (Blackstaff) £14.99 

Curious Journey: an oral history of Ireland's unfinished revolution, 
Kenneth Griffith and Timothy O'Grady (Mercier) £12.99 

Land o f Milk and Honey: t h e s t o r y of traditional Irish food and drink, 
Brid Mahon (Mercier) £7.99 

A Pocket H i s t o r y of Irish T r a d i t i o n s .Music, 
Gearoid O hAllmhurain (O'Brien) £4.99 

Irish Traditional Music, Ciaran Carson (Appletree) £3.99 

Images of Aran: photographs by Father Browne 1925 and 1938, 
EE O'Donnell (ed) (Wolfhound) £9.99 

t j R L Open 1 l a m to 4 pm. Tuesday to Saturday 
M F M . Mail order and catalogue available on request 
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New general history 
of Ireland 
Anthony Coughlan reviews 
The Making of Ireland, f r o m Ancient 
Times t o the Present, by James 
Lydon, Routledge, £16.99pbk 

This is the most important history 
book to have come out of I reland in 
years. It is a general history of the 
country f tom prehistoric t imes to the 
peace process of the 1990s, set out in 
400 pages of interesting detail, and a 
huge intellectual achievement. James 
Lydon, a Gal way man, has been 
Professor of Mediaeval H i s t o r y at 
Trinity College. His is the first general 
history of the country to have been 
writ ten by a mediaevalist s ince 
Edmund Curtis 's in 1950. T h a t means 
that it does justice to the earlier cen-
turies, especially the mediaeval and 
early modern periods. 

T h e r e is someth ing odd about 
those general histories which give 
more emphasis and detail to the cen-
tury or two immediately before our 
own arrival on the scene, as if these are 
specially important because they cul-
minate in us. From the point of view 
of those who are alive, their own cen-
tury is of course the most impor tan t of 
all, as was also true of course for people 
living in previous centuries. But the 
good historian looking backward f rom 
the present can see how we are influ-
enced today by events that happened 
centuries back, quite as much as in the 
100 years just preceding. 

Lydon's book is especially valuable 
for showing how the traumatic hap-
penings of the 17th century - the 
destruction of the Irish clan system, 
the end of the Gaelic Order, the incur-
sions of the Protestant reformat ion 
and Ulster plantat ion - are m o r e 
responsible for some of Ireland's cur-
rent political problems than m a n y 
more recent and much better known 
events. T h u s in 1610 about 2,000 
Catholic gentry owned most of the 
land. In 1641 they still held 59 per 
cent, but by 1703 as little as 14 per 
cent. Such a transformation was cata-
strophic and provided the basis for the 
Anglican ascendancy which was to 
dominate the country for 150 years. 

Lydon is conscious that the I r ish 

J A M E S I Y O O N 

are one of the most ancient nations of 
Europe. H e cites fact and instance to 
show that forms of national conscious-
ness existed for centuries before the 
United Irishmen of the 1790s set out 
to establish an Irish State for the 
whole island. The book is a political 
history and does not say much on eco-
nomics. It covers such a large canvas 
that most informed readers will find 
judgements or omissions to take issue 
with. For example Professor Lydon 
tells us that the British Government 
set up the national school system in 
the 1830s, but not why they did it. He 
demons t ra tes Daniel O 'Connel l ' s 
international stature for his contem-
poraries, but makes no judgement on 
his agreeing to the disenfranchise-
ment of the 40-shilling freeholders, 
which reduced the Catholic electorate 
from 230,000 to 14,000. 

T h i s is not another tome of anti-
national revisionism, in which ideo-
logues use the facts of history to hone 
polemical axes for use in current con-
troversy. But neither is it a conven-
tional nationalist history. It is very 
much a personal interpretation, as in-
evitably any general history must be. 

It bui lds on the large volume of 
new work done on Irish history done 
in recent decades. It is an engaged and 
sympathet ic treatment in the best 
sense, and is full of insights and new 
information. It should be regarded as 
essential reading by any educated per-
son who wants to unders tand how 
Ireland and the Irish have come to be 
what they are. 

1798 collection 
Radicals and Revolutionaries: essays 
on 1798, Connolly Association, £3 

These essays on various aspects of the 
1798 rebellion have all appeared in the 
Irish Democrat during the last twelve 
months . In addi t ion to J a m e s 
Connolly 's essay on the U n i t e d 
I r ishmen are cont r ibut ions f r o m 
prominent historians: Mary Cul len 
(the role of women in the rebellion); 
Thomas Bartlett (Wolfe Tone) ; 

Priscilla Metscher (Mary Ann 
McCracken); Peter Berresford Ellis 
(The Uni ted Scotsmen); and Ruan 
O'Donnel l (Ulster in 1798). 
Copies of the pamphlet are available from 
the Four Provinces Bookshop - £3.30 
including postage and packing (Britain), 
£3.80 (Republic of Ireland). 

Links in the fight 
for civil rights 
Bobbie Heatley reviews 
Black and Green - the fight for civil 
rights in Northern Ireland and black 
America by Brian Dooley, Pluto 
Press, £12.99 pbk 

This is an interesting book which 
explores the linkages, philosophical, 
political and practical, between the 
civil rights movements in Ireland and 
in black America - although reserva-
tion must be expressed about the 
author 's success in treating the former. 

With justification, he strays f rom 
the narrowly defined theme to glance 
at the history of Irish-American atti-
tudes and relat ionships with their 
black American compatriots, not all of 
which from the Irish side were - or 
still are - commendable. There is brief 
coverage of l inks in the 19th century 
between black American activist 
Frederick Douglass and Dan ie l 
O'Connell; important ones between 
Marcus Garvey and Eamon de Valera 
are also touched upon. 

Most of what has been wri t ten 
about the N o r t h e r n Ireland civil-
rights movement has been gleaned 
f rom the slanted British, or British 
influenced, mainstream media. A lot 
of Nor thern I re land Civil R igh t s 
Association (NICRA) activists, fearing 
police house raids and arrests, espe-
cially during the early days, failed to 
keep records al though their activities 
would have been entirely legal in juris-

dictions where no Civil Authorities 
(Special Powers) Act constituted the 
'law' of the land. Even those w ho were 
intimately involved have difficulty in 
recollecting, accessing or authenticat-
ing material out of which to fashion 
the full story of those times. 

While not the author 's purpose to 
produce the definitive thesis on this 
subject, he nevertheless demonstrates 
a narrow conception of what constitut-
ed the Nor thern Ireland civil-rights 
movement, giving the impression that 
it comprised a handful of Peoples 
Democracy (PD) media personalities. 
Yet, by the time of the Bloody Sunday 
murders in Derry, the P D had largely 
marginalised itself because of its sec-
tarian approach. 

It was not until after it had organ-
ised the gigantic protest march in 
Newry, following the Bloody Sunday 
murders, that NICRA itself (up until 
then the head of the movement) began 
to go downhill in the wake of surging 
republican counter violence. 

In a book of 199 pages NICRA, 
which had its own fraternal relation-
ship with black America, is referenced 
13 times. I was present in the Marquis 
Street office when Coretta King and 
the Reverend Abernathy came to 
Belfast to address one of our meetings, 
an episode which is mentioned in the 
book, as is Abernathy's link with the 
American-based NICRA support 
group, the National Association for 
Irish Freedom. Quibbles apart, this 
book aims to encourage interest in the 
common experiences of struggles fac-
ing the Irish and black Americans. 

Bights record 
Kevin McCorry reviews 
Human Rights F i f t y Years On; a 
reappraisal, Tony Evans (ed.), 
Manchester University Press, 
£12.99pbk (cover pictured right) 

This book offers a refreshing chal-
lenge to the orthodoxy surrounding 
the project for universal human rights. 
As the editor reminds us, previous 
anniversaries of the Universal 
Declaration of H u m a n Rights were all 
marked by volumes celebrating its 
achievements, but ignored the realities 
of continuing torture, genocide, struc-
tural deprivation and the rou t i ne 
exclusion of groups from political eco-
nomic and social participation. 

T h e essays here deal with questions 
of power and human rights, problems 
of theory and practice, human rights 
as social exclusion and the future of 
human rights. Leading critics, includ-
ing Noam Chomsky and J o h a n 
Galtung, feature in the collection pro-
viding an excellent counterweight to 
much of the establishment writing on 
the subject of human rights. 

i H I S t l 6 C t t 1 0 C I U C # 
For a united and independent Ireland 
Publ ished continuously since 1939, the Irish Democrat is the bi-monthly 
journal of the Connolly Association which campaigns for a united and 
independent Ireland and the rights of the Irish in Britain. 

A n n u a l Subscription Rates (six issues) 

£5.50 
£10.00 

£8.00 
£11.00 
£12.00 

N a m e ._„ 

Britain 
Solidarity subscription 
Europe (airmail) 
USA/Canada (airmail) 
Australia (airmail) 
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(payable to "Connolly 
Publications Ltd")/postal 
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Law and liberty 
Ruairi O Domhnaill reviews 
The Three Pillars of Liberty*: political 
rights and freedoms in the United 
Kingdom, by F. Klug, K. Starmer and 
S. Weir. Routledge, £14.99 pbk 

This work modestly proclaims itself a 
"landmark s tudy" and the "most rig-
orous and systematic review yet pub-
lished of the legal and political sys-
tems for ensuring political freedoms in 
the United Kingdom". It is, and better 
- an exemplar of communica t ion . 
Convent ional textbooks cont r ibu te 
generously to the myth that U K law is 
uniquely perfect. Engels saw it as -
"the English bourgeois finds himself 
reproduced in his law, as he does in his 
God." The authors offer brilliant criti-
cal analyses of U K law and practice; 
comparisons with international stan-
dards; recommendations; and appen-
dices on international and European 
convent ions on civil and h u m a n 
rights. It is a book for those outside the 
es tabl ishment , whose en t i t lements 
under UK law are so precarious, that 
the authors distinguish the ' r ights ' 
granted by international convention 
and 'basic interests' which U K law 
generously allows. 

*A.V. Dicey ident i f ied ihe Three Mian in 1885 
as parl iamentary sovereignty, a public cu l tu re of 
liberty and the rule of law. 

REVIEWS IN BRIEF 

Among the new titles to have landed 
on the editor's desk recently are two 
welcome reissues. 

Curious J o u r n e y by Kenneth 
Griffith and Timothy O'Grady 
(Mercier Press, £12.99 pbk) was first 
published by Hutchinson in the early 
1980s. Unfortunately the original pub-
lishers got cold feet and effectively 
withdrew the book from sale. 

Based on interviews with nine vet-
erans of the struggle for Irish freedom 
- Tom Barry, Maire Comerford, Sean 
Harl ing, Sean Kavanagh, David 
Neligan, John L. O'Sullivan, Joseph 
Sweeney, Brighid Lyons Thornton 
and Martin Walton - it provides a 
vivid insight into the events of the first 
quarter of the century. T h e introduc-
tion includes details of the suppres-
sion of Griffiths' two television films 
about Ireland, Hang Out Your Brightest 
Colours and Curious Journey. It took 20 
years for these to be transmitted in 
Britain. (Copies are available on video 
from the Four Provinces Bookshop.) 

Another reissue is Liz Curtis' clas-
sic expose of British media censorship 
Ireland: The Propaganda War - the 
British media and t h e 'battle f o r 
h e a r t s and minds' (Sasta, £11.99 
pbk). First published in 1984, the book 
is a devastating expose of how the 
British media has been used, and 
allowed itself to be used, as an instru-
ment of war in the Irish conflict by 
successive British governments. 

T h e story of how news about the 
Nor th has been deliberately sup-
pressed and dial' "ted in an attempt to 
bolster the establishment view of the 
conflict is a damning indictment of 
the British media. T h i s important 
reissue contains an extensively updat-
ed chronology, including details of the 
'broadcasting ban' of 1988-94. 

Richard Davis ' Revolutionary 
Imperialist: William S m i t h O'Brien 
1803-1864 (Lilliput Press, £17.95 pbk) 
is an in depth study of an unlikely 
revolutionary who, despite his aristo-
cratic Protestant landlord back-
ground, was to become a leading, if at 
t imes contradictory, reformer and 
Irish patriot. 

As the title of the book suggest, 
Smith O'Brien was also an admirer of 
British imperialism and a supporter of 
Edward Gibbon Wakefield's ideas on 
colonial settlement. He nevertheless 
denounced the exploitation of indige-
nous peoples and, unl ike Mitchel, 
opposed slavery. A reluctant convert to 
the need for an Irish republic, it was 
the experience of the Famine which 
finally tipped the balance. He was 
equally reluctant to adopt the mantle 
of rebel leader in the abortive Young 
Ireland revolt of 1848, participation in 
which resulted in his transportation to 
Van Dieman's Land. 

David Fitzpatrick argues in The 
Two Irelands 1912-1939 (Oxford 
University Press, £8.99 pbk) that the 
partition of Ireland was the unsatisfac-
tory outcome of a 'dual revolution', 
involving nationalists and unionists -
both having resisted British auihority 
between 1912-1921. 

Making the case that the result of 
partition and the " t r iumph of pop-
ulism", resulted in similar develop-
ments on both sides of the border -
civil war, the securing of "majority 
rule" through "extensive coercion, 
abuse of the rights of minorities, and 
widespread infringement of religious, 
moral and personal liberty". Neither 
the Free State nor Orange rule at 
Stormont was capable of eradicating 
armed dissent. Unfor tunate ly , the 
au thor ' s insistence on confusing 
'rebellion' with 'revolution' is a serious 
flaw and detracts from this otherwise 
fascinating study. 
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Daltun 6 Ceallaigh 

Greaves' school 
'reconsiderations' 
Kevin McCorry reviews 
New perspectives on Ireland: 
colonialism and identity, Daltun 
O Ceallaigh, Leirmheas, £7 pbk 

This is the latest selection of papers 
from the Desmond Greaves' summer 
school, plus some essays which were 
written especially for the book. The 
essays explore such topics as the con-
quest, settlement and colonisation of 
Ireland by the Anglo-Normans from 
the late 12th century onwards, the set-
tlement and colonisation of the 16th 
and 17th centuries and, separately, the 
Ulster rising of 1641. 

The last volume in this series con-
tained Anthony Coughlan's seminal 
political and biographical study of 
Desmond Greaves. This one contains 
an equally import examination by 
Tony Coughlan of the economic and 
political work of Raymond Crony. Roy 
Johnston also contributes a ground-
breaking piece on the much neglected 
subject of science, technology and 
national development. The volume 
concludes with a topical and incisive 
contribution by Jack Bennett about 
the North and identity. 

In his introduction O Ceallaigh 
contrasts what he describes as 'con-
structive' and 'destructive' revision-
ism. While the latter forms part of the 
ideology of neo-unionism, construc-
tive revisionism or 'reconsiderations' 
(as opposed to mere anti-revisionism) 
starts with a criterion of service to the 
community and conscientiously pro-
ceeds from there to the task of investi-
gation and evaluation. It does not call 
for historical cover-ups, but rather 
recognises that there is no contradic-
tion between commitment and schol-
arship. The essays in this important 
volume follow these principles to 
admirable effect. 

Outside of the 
ivory tower 
Jack Bennett reviews 
The Sociology of Nationalism 
by David McCrone, 
Rouiledge £14.99pbk 

Scholarly works on nationalism prolif-
erate apace. This is one of the sounder 
contributions although it could be 
said there is a problem with the title. 

This appears to presume that there 
is a thing called nationalism, and that 
it has a sociology. The author himself, 
however, acknowledges from the out-
set that there are nationalisms and 
nationalisms. So there must be differ-
ent sociologies, too, to go with each. 

Nationalism he says, is "a multifac-
eted and adaptable ideology". It can 
"transform itself into so many variants 
and mutations." And he concludes 
that "no single theory of nationalism 
is possible". 

Further, he quotes f rom John 
Breuilly (1993) - but not with total 
approbation - that "there is no valid 
explanatory theory of nationalism, 
only a number of ways of describing 
and comparing various forms of 
nationalist politics". 

They can say all that again. There 
is not the remotest similarity between, 
say, Nazi-iype nationalism and the 
struggles of small nations for indepen-
dence. 

Hitlerite fascism is recognised as 
having been an extreme right-wing 
form of nationalism of the most brutal 
and aggressive nature. So was the 
English nationalism of the era of 
imperialist expansion. 

The sociology behind them was the 
sociology of banditry, and the motivat-
ing impulse was plunder and loot. 
There can be nothing in common 
between nationalisms of that sort and 
those of small nations, like Ireland 
where the sociological impulse was to 
resist being looted and plundered. 

Professor McCrone, indeed, 
acknowledges that "national libera-
tion" nationalisms are something else, 
although he does not seem altogether 
happy with theoretical analyses that 
put the question of economic exploita-
tion first and neglect what to him is 
the more crucial concern of the ethnic 
and cultural content. 

However, what he has done is give 
us a lucid, balanced and thoroughgo-
ing report on the current state of play 
in the academic debate on the subject. 

T h e hypnotic influence of Ernest 

Gellner still lingers on, but the 
enchantment is waning somewhat as 
more and more objections are raised to 
his contrived schematics. About time, 
too. 

Gellner's dictum that nationalism 
emerged only with industrial mod-
ernisation and that nationalisms 
created nations - not the other way 
around - was always philosophically 
untenable. To say so is simply to say 
that the idea created the thing - as 
God's idea or "word" created the uni-
verse - rather than that the thing 
brought forth the idea in which to 
express itself. 

Much of the debate can be seen to 
be ivory-towerish, with scholars set-
ting themselves puzzles that puzzle 
themselves but no one else. Absent 
from nearly all the varying 'theories' is 
any serious consideration of the demo-
cratic imperative in most small-nation 
nationalisms. David McCrone, who is 
not among the ivory tower inhabi-
tants, gives at least some passing ref-
erence to this factor. 

For those who find the debate 
interesting, or feel it necessary to keep 
themselves informed of opinions 
being voiced - both strange and some-
times sound - this is the book for 
them. 

The 'real thing' 
Derek Humphries reviews 
Leitrim's Hidden Treasure, McNamara 
Family, Drumlin Records (cassette) 
LHTMCI 

This album features 17 traditional 
Irish set pieces produced, arranged 
and performed by the McNamara fam-
ily from County Leitrim. T h e band is 
headed by the family's father, Michael 
(flute), and includes his sons Brian 
(uilleann pipes), Ray (uilleann pipes I 
whistle), Ciaran (flute), Enda (fiddle) 
and daughter Deirdre (concertina). 

Their music has a distinct regional 
style originating from a surprisingly 
small area centred around the isolated 
communities of Aughavas, 
Gortletteragh and Drumreilly in the 
south of the county. Here the listener 
is offered a rich heritage of tunes sur-
viving through both the aural and 
written tradition, many of which have 
been recorded for the first time. 

Recent research has confirmed the 
'oldness' of the music. Some of the 
tunes were learnt by Michael from 
older local musicians, others came 
from the rediscovered manuscripts of 
local musicians and collectors. 

WHAT'S LEFT FOR 
RADICAL THINKERS? 

"Red Pepper provides the only 
effective voice for the green 
and radical left." 
Michael Mansfield QC 

special offer: a one-year 
subscription to the new-look 

•for under £20! 
Y E S , I W I S H T O S U B S C R I B E T O R E D P E P P E R AT T H E S P E C I A L O F F E R P R I C E 

D I enclose my cheque (payable to Red Pepper) for £21.95, a saving of £5 

- I I wish to pay by direct debit at the special price of £ 19.95, a saving of £7 
(please send me a direct debit mandate form) 
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Send this form to ReH Pepper Subscriptions, FREEPOST LON 11412, London N19 5BR 

All the family are highly accom-
plished musicians. Enda's fiddle play-
ing retains the particularly strong 
regional style, which can be traced 
back many generations to the early 
1800s. Brian and Ray have successful-
ly revived the piping traditions, which 
apparently died out around the time of 
WW1. The inclusion of guest musi-
cians performing on piano, guitar and 
hammer dulcimer subtly augments 
the tempo on selected tracks. 

The pace of reels, slip jigs and horn-
pipes are performed in a stately and 
proper manner to suit the dancer. You 
won't hear the usual blistering, in-the-
face treatment so often encountered 
nowadays. This is the real stuff. 

The 
autobiography of 

James 
(Jemmy) 
Hope 

11* UmM Inthmrn: 
nMUuMrnxft 

A FAMFT PtiuruiOK 

R. R. Madden s classic 'autobiography' 
of leading United irishman James 
(Jemmy) Hope (a Farset publication) 
has been republished, price £2 

Musical mixed bag 
Ruari O Domhnaill reviews 
Celtic Moods, various artists 
Crimson Productions, 
3CD set, £33.98 (including £3.99 
postage and package), 

How could I resist the sexy soft-voiced 
Irish seductress enticing me to listen 
to music " . . . f rom the Land of 
romance and magical dreams"? While 
she talked excerpts were played of 
Gaelic music, but she spoke of "Celtic 
moods". This word, 'Celtic', has both-
ered me since a famous Scottish 
nationalist actor, based in Spain, a 
man capable of playing any part but 
only in a Scottish accent, claimed 
descent from the 'Celtic' hero, Conn of 
the Hundred Battles. 

Of the 67 tracks, about 90 per cent 
are Irish, and including some gems -
Roisin Dubh, My Lagan Love, 
Boulavogue and something called The 
Coolin, (otherwise An Chuilfhionn). 
These raise the presentation above the 
level of musak, but are adulterated 
with Rowing from Islay to Uist; My Lave 
is like a Red, Red Rose; Lord Lovat's 
Lament; the Braveheart theme, and a 
sprinkling of Latin and French, pre-
sumably Breton. The names of the 
performers are omitted and the titles 
are written in near-illegible print, both 
of which are exasperating. 

Advertised on Classic FM radio, 
this is probably designed to appeal to 
the quasi-cultured English, and, those 
of us who aspire to that exalted status. 

I t w n - O R t 

Seamus O Cionnfhaolaidh 

Casadh an t-sugain 
The twisting of the rope 

I learned this song from a teacher who 
used to come to Ring College, near 
Dungarvan, in the 1930s. His name 
was Fionan Mac Colum and he used to 
delight us with his singing because he 
had bagfulls of all sorts of songs and 
folklore. The story about the twisting 
rope (Casadh an t-sugain) tells of a 
wandering poet who, on entering a 
farmhouse, is so struck with the 
charms of the farmer's daughter that 
there is no getting him away. The old 
woman, however, hits on the strata-
gem of getting him to twist a straw 
rope (sugan). In twisting the rope he 
steps backwards and out through the 
open door. There is a sudden rush and 
the door is banged in his face. 

Ma bhionn tu liom bi liom a run ghil 
mo chroi. 

Ma bhionn tu liom bi liom, de lo agus 
de oich! 

Ma bhfonn tu liom bi liom I ngach 
orlach id' croi, 

Si mo liom le fonn nach liom thu de 
Domhnaig mar mnaoi. 

Ta mo cheann sa lia, is ni le crinacht e. 
Ni bheathuionn na briatha na brathre, 

- pe ar domhan an t-saoil e 
Do cuireadh me isteach I dteach, 

mar a raibh gra geal mo chleibh. 
Chuir an t-seaana bhean amach le 

casadh an t-sugain me. 

Curfd (chorus) 
Ma bhionn tu liom etc 

Ba mhaith liom bean a fhanfadh bjiain 
le-gra 

Is ba mhaith lion bean a iliSriiadh liom 
bliain agus la. 

Nior mhaith liom bean a bheadh leat 
aus liomsa ar ball. 

Is mo chead gean an bhean a fhanfadh 
ar aon staid amhain. 

Curfd . i 

Words of love 
Irish Love Poems, Norman Teffares 
(ed.), O'Brien Press, £8.99 pbk 

Tender, passionate, sexy, lyrical, for-
mal and broken-hearted poems, from 
the old Gaels to Heaney, are all 
wrapped up together in this attractive-
ly-designed volume. There is much to 
enjoy here. Modern writers rework the 
old legends, old poets write of every-
day banalities. Women are well repre-
sented, from Mary Barber and Swift's 
Stella and Vanessa, to Nuala ni 
Dhomhnaill. Many of the poems are 
in classic translations from Irish, and 
the collection shows the interrelation-
ship between Ireland's two languages. 
This is a treat. SR 

Join the 

Connolly Association 
The Connolly Association is the oldest Irish campaigning organi-
sation in Britain. Membership costs £10 per year - or £12 for a 
joint membership, (£6 joint unwaged) and £5 for individual 
students, unemployed and pensioners. Membership includes a 
free subscription to the Irish Democrat. 

Name... 

Address 

Postcode 
1/We enclose the membership subscription of £ 
and a donation of £ towards the CA's campaigning 
Return to: CA, 244 Grays Inn Road, London WC1X 8JR 
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Kelly of Killane 
John Kelly led the men of the Barony of Bantry. The 
Shelmaliers were trained from boyhood to shoot seabirds 
and were thus valued by thetr comrades as keen marks-
men. Kelly was twenty-five years old, when wounded at 
the siege of New Ross and he was cared for by his 
sister until his arrest and immediate execution. The song is 
written by P.J. McCall. 

What's the News, What's the news? 
Oh my bold shelmalier, 
With your long barrelled gun of the sea 
Say what wind from the sun 
Blows this messenger here 
With the hymn of the dawn of the free? 
Goodly news, Goodly news 
do I bring youth of forth, 
Goodly news shall you hear Bargy man! 
For the boys march at dawn 
From the south to the north 
Led by Kelly the boy from Killane 

"Tell me who is that giant 
with the gold curling hair 
He who rides at the head off your band? 
Seven feet is his height, 
With some inches to spare, 
And he looks like a king in command!" 
"Ah my lads that the prize 
Of the bold Shelmaliers, 
'Mongst the greatest of heroes, a man! 
Fling your beavers aloft 
and give three ringing cheers 
For John Kelly, the Boy from Killane!" 

Enniscorty's in flames, 
And old Wexford is won 
And tomorrow the Barrow we will cross, 
On the hill o'er the town 

' We have planted a gun 
That will batter the gateway to Ross! 
All the Forth men and Bargy men march 
Will march o'er the heath, 
With brave Harvey to lead in the van; 
But the foremost of all 
In the grim Gap of Death 
will be Kelly the boy from Killane! 

But the gold sun of freedom 
Grew darkened at Ross, 
And it set by the Slaney's red waves, 
And poor Wexford, stript naked 
hung high on a cross, 
And her heart pierced by traitors and slaves! 
Glory O! Glory O! 
To her brave sons who died, 
For the cause of long down trodden man! 
Glory O! to Mount Leinster's 
Own darling pride— 
Daundess Kelly, the Boy from Killane 

Lord Cornwallis' 
Surrender 
The combined forces of Washington's American army and 
the French fleet, at Yorktown persuaded the English com-
mander Cormvallis that the best policy was to surrender to 
fight another day. And fight he did when he became the 
scourge of the United Irishmen in 1798, as commander of 
British military operations in Ireland. 

'Twas the nineteenth of October, 
In the year of eighty-one, 
Lord Cornwallis is he surrendered 
To General Washington. 
They marched from their posts, brave boys 
And quickly grounded arms, 
Rejoice, ye brave Americans, 
With music's sweetest charms. 

Come all you brave Americans, 
The truth to you I'll tell, 
'Tis of a sad misfortune, 
To Britain late befell; 
'Twas all in the heights of Yorktown, 
Where canons loud did roar, 
They summoned Lord Cornwallis 
To fight or else give o'er. 

The summons then to be served, 
Was sent unto my Lord, 
Which made him feel like poor Burgoyne, 
And quickly draw his sword, 
Say, mus I give these glittering troops, 

Irish songs 
These ships and Hessians too, 
And yield to General Washington, 
And his bold rebel crew? 

A grand council then was called, 
His lordship gave command, 
Say what think you now my heroes, 
To yield you may depend-
For don't you see the bombshells fly, 
And cannons loud do roar, 
Count de Grasse lies in the harbour, 
And Washington on shore. 

'Twas the nineteenth of October, 
In the year of eighty-one, 
Lord Cornwallis he surrendered 
To Lord Washington. 
They marched from their posts, brave boys, 
And quickly grounded arms, 
Rejoice you brave Americans, 
With music's sweetest charms. 

Six thousand troops 
To Washington resigned, 
Besides some ships and Hessians 
That could not stay behind; 
With refugees and blackamores, 
Oh what a direful crew! 
It was then he had some thousands, 
And now he's got so few. 

Here's a health to great Washington, 
And his brave army too, 
And likewise to our worthy Greene, 
To him much honour's due. 
May we subdue those English troops, 
And clear the eastern shore, 
That we may live in peace my boys, 
While wars they are no more. 

The People's Comic 
Alphabet 
Political alphabets were common in 19th century Britain. 
They were ephemeral, because the events "which 'they dealt 
with were quickly out of date. This one provides an 
interesting picture of radical working-class opinion in 
1874. Notice the understanding shown for the Irish 
national demand. 

A stands for alphabet, I've turned it to rhyme, 
And it is written about these times; 
B stands for Bruce, who this session we hear, 
Has got a new dodge to stop our Sunday beer. 

E stands for England, that place of great fame, 
The workers make wealth for the masters to gain; 
F stands for freedom, which we boast about, 
If you got no dinner, you freely go about. 

G stands for game laws in this land so fair, 
Where a man goes to prison for killing a hare; 
H stands for the House where the lords they do sit 
It's time we gave peers all there notice to quit. 

I stands for Ireland that's badly used been, 
Soon they'll have their parliament in College 

Green; 
J stands for John Bull, who's taxed every way' 
So a lot of fat Germans can all sport and play. 

K is for Kingdom, Great Britain I mean, Sir, 
Heavily taxed for the fat lady at Windsor; 
L stands for lorne and also for Louise, 
They'd thirty thousand pounds all in bright 

Scottish bawbees. 

M stands for money, where's the poor man's share 
With rent and with taxes, his pocket soon bare; 
N for next election, we" see soon no doubt, 
MPs voting dowry will all get kicked out. 

0 stands for Odger, he'll abolish ;ach tax, 
The people cry, 'Go it, there's a bonny cock o wax'; 
P stands for parliament where Toy Whigs meet, 
Where they have forty winks and rest their gouty 

feet. 

Q stands for queen, she for nothing gets paid, 
Though she can't keep her children on a thousand a 

day; 
R stands for riches which the swells they all keep, 
While starving the poor, They can die in the street. 

S is for Scotch oatmeal, also for Scotch porridge' 
Princess Louise likes it better than sausage; 
T stand for tally man, when the husbands out, 
Sends second hand clothes that's been put up the 

spout. 

U for useless palaces, cost ten thousand or more, 
They'll turn Buckingham palace into a soup 

kitchen for the poor; 
V for Victoria, a large family she's got, 
They all dip their hand in the poor man's pot. 

W stands for workhouse, at the end of a hard life, 
In these English bastilles they part man an wife; 
X stand for ten, add five: fifteen, we hear, 
The number of thousands king Arthur get each 

year. 

Peter MulHgan's Peepshow 

He who pays... 
Licensed to kill - According to Tony 
Geraghtv the author of The Irish War, 
the use of lethal force was "personally 
authorised by Prime Minister 
Thatcher" in 1987 to clear an SAS 
team who ambushed the IRA as they 
prepared to attack an RUC police 
station. The Times 

Britain saves - Europe pays! - Over 
435 post-conflict prisoners have been 
released so far which will save the 
Government £73,000 per prisoner per 
year. Conversely, ex-prisoner aid 
groups are funded by the European 
Community's Peace and Reconcilia-
tion Fund which has provided £2.4 
million since 1995. The Times 

1959-1998 - Mo Mowlam, told a USA 
audience that the aims of the six coun-
ty civil rights movement of the 1960's 
had "almost been realised". 
Responding, Derry Sinn Fein assem-
bly member Mary Nelis said it was "an 
admission that after 30 years of direct 
British rule, successive British govern-
ments have failed to address the 
continued abuse of those rights here." 
RMD 

Takeover - Following the takeover by 
the Mirror Group of the Derry Journal 
group, the Independent Newspaper 
Group has taken over The Ulster 
Herald, The Fermanagh Herald, The 
Strabane Chronicle and the Derry 
People. NB. The Independent News-
paper Group already own 75 per cent 
of the newspapers in the Republic. 

Working for Others - The Northern 
Ireland Development Board reported 
that of a total investment of £700m last 
year promising 7,000 jobs. £522m 
creating 5,000 jobs came from over-
seas. BBC news 

Corruption - 'MI5 called in to join 
hunt for corrupt police' (headline): 
Techniques used to deal with the IRA 
are being harnessed by [police] forces 
to clean up their ranks...the deploy-
ment of MI5 officers was revealed as 
new intelligence sources estimate that 
police corruption in Britain might be 
as bad as in some Third World coun-
tries. The Times 

Gut feeling - 'The sense of defeatism 
within Unionism is palpable. We lack 
self-confidence and seem to work to an 
agenda which is about the manage-
ment of decline within a political 
framework which is set by pan-nation-
alism.' Ulster Unionist Party MP 
Jeffrey Donaldson, Irish Times, 20 
September 1998 

Last Word 
6 1 Near the town of Newry, on the 
23rd June (St.John's eve), a number of 
people, gathered around a bonfire, 
were deliberately fired upon by a corps 
of yeomanry, many of them being 
killed and many wounded. When 
some of the more humane magistrates 
of the county applied to the 
Government for assistance, they 
received from Mr. Trail, secretary to 
the Duke of Richmond, an answer to 
this effect: - That the Government 
could not accede to their request as 
any steps taken by them would 
supersede the exertions of the local 
magistrates. It is needless to say that 
no steps were ever taken, and these 
murderers escaped, at least from 
human justice. Thus did the 
Government evince its determination 
to rule through the Orange 
magistrates, to the entire exclusion of 
the Liberal Protestants. J J 

- Carlow Magazine, circa 1890 

Celtic A r t Christmas C a r d s with greeting in Irish and English 
1 0 for £ 4 . 5 0 (5 designs). Available from: 

N o r t h a m p t o n Connol ly Association, 5 Woodland Avenue, 
Abingdon, N o r t h a m p t o n N N 3 2BY. 

(also available: Celt ic Greetings, Beannachtaf and St Patrick's Day cards). 
Tel: 0 1 6 0 4 7 1 5 7 9 3 . E-mail: p m c e l t @ c o m p u s e r v e . c o m 

C stands for country where the nobs have the sway, 
If you ask for your rights, to prison straight way; 
D stands for Dilke, he's the people's best friend, 
He shows tus the money for royalty to spend. 

Y for young Brigham with his forty wives tight, 
Five for each weekday, ten for Sunday night; 
Z for Zoological, all others surpasses, 
Darwin says we're descended from gorrillas and 

jackasses. 

mailto:pmcelt@compuserve.com

